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Gar-

cia, whose marriage was announced in last week's issue of
the News, were shot Sunday
about noon by Manuel
as a result of jealousy inMr.
curred by the marriage.
Zotey tenche. who is a familiar
figure on the streets of Clovis as
despenser of "hot tomalea," who
was residing in Rob we 11, heard
of the marriage and came to
Clovis on the early morning
train. Upon reaching the house
of the "newly weds," on west
Hagerman, demanded an en- tranca arid upon being refused
he forced an entrance and drawing a 38 calibre revolver from
his pocket fired four shots.
Two bullets took effect in each
person. As Mrs. Gonzales fled
from the house she was pursued
by her assailent. who fired the
last shot into her body as she
staggered into the kitchen of
of a neighbor.
Gonzales was shot in the hand
end cheek, both wounds being
serious though not necessarily
fatal. Mrs. Gonzales was shot in
the center of the br(east and under
the left shoulder. Her wounds
are thought to be fatal.
Upon being taken into custody
by officers Sadler, Irvine and
Thomas, h expressed no regret
for his deed and remarked that
he hoped the shots had been
fatal. He alleges that he was
at one time married to the injured woman, althounh up to
the prH r.t time lie has produced
no evidence to that elfecr. Drs.
Smith and Ilaney dressed the
wounds of the injured couple.
Being employed by the Santa
Fe, Mr. Gonzales was removed
to the Santa Fe Hospital, but
was later removed to his home
on West Hagerman Avenue.
Under the circumstances no
charges hare been fixed against
the accused until the final ter
minations of the injuries.
Zotey-tench- e

Big Wheat Crop
Charles Fahsholtz was in the
city Wednesday from his farm
20 miles north of Texico. and
regarding the wheat prospects
stated that during seven years
residence here he had never seen
them better at this time of the
year. Mr. Fahsholtz expects to
purchase a J. I. Case separator
in addition to other Case implements he is now using.

Debs In Clovis
As per previous arrangement
Eugene V. Debs visited this city
and spoke to a large audience
Friday evening.
Owing to the continued rain
and snow the meeting was held
in the Lyceum Theatre instead
of the Airdome. The inclement
weather also reduced the size of
the audience very materially,
yet the large theatre building's
seating capacity could not accomodate the crowd.
The speaker spoke along the
lines usual to Solialistic orators,
paying his respects to Capitalists
and War.
Mr. Debs impresses one as a
man above the ordinary, and as
being sincere and much in earnest, evidently believing that the
principales he advocates are the
panacea for our national and

Final arrangements are being
the Odd Fellow Anniversary Celebration to be held
April 26th.
The committees
have been working hard and
everything is beintdone to make
it a pleasant day for the visitors.
Croft's Girls Band has been secured both for the afternoon and
evening and the banquet which
will be served by the ladies of
the Associated Charities bids
fair to surpass anything of this
kind ever attempted in Clovis.
The speakers for the afternoon
made for

include

C. C. Hill, of Koswell,

Judge Hamilton, of Farwell,
Judge Recce, of Portales, Rev.
M. Reece and Prof. Eickley, of
Clovis and a number of other
prominent nun. Members of
the order are expected here
from all over the state as well
as the Texas Panhandle.
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local i!is.
As a whole,

the address was
interesting and entertaining regardless of one's political views.

Clovis Woman's Club Meets
The Clovis Woman's Club held
a very interesting meeting and
spent a very pleasant afternoon
at the home of Mrs. G. W.
Singleton Tuesday. Nine members and two guests were present.
The following were elected to
fill vacancies in offices:
President, Mrs. W. H. Patti-son- ;
Treasurer, Mrs. J. T. Stalker; Librarian, Mrs. C. L. Snyder;
Journalist, Mrs. Ralph Martin.
Mesdames S. A. Jones, Sam
Biatton and J. G. Veal were
unanimously elected members of
the Club.
The following were elected on
program committee for i91('17:
Mrs. J. T. Stalker. Mrs. Sadie
Nutter and Mrs. Ralph Martin.
Mrs. W. H. Pattison gave an
interesting lecture o n Jane
Adams and the Hullhouse.
Mrs.
Ralph Martin had chares of the
history lesson. Subject: "The
Cost of War and Johnson and
Grant's Administration."
The next meeting will be held
at' the home of Mrs. Ralph
Martin, 401 N. Mitchell, Tues
day,

May. 2,

at 2:30 p. m.

All

the regular members requested
to be present as this will be the
last meeting until September 5.
Journalist.
SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
Hide and Poultry Co,
They bring the most money
green. Located at McFarlin's
t
Wagon yard.
Morrow

44-4-

$1.00 PER YEAR

1916.

Now Spring Is Here

I. O. O. F. Celebration
Two Mexican! Shot
Here April 26th
In Early Morning Brawl

Julia Gonzales and Maria

CURRY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. APRIL 21.

Special, Easter Services
PHOTO

W

TftMU fdurnie

ice and snow are gone,
rHE winter's
bloom, soft
blow;
bree-ze- s

The waking earth laughs tn the sun
And all the "world's aglow.

More Teachers Elected

Big Day

at Ideal

At a meeting of the School
The people of the Ideal comBoard this week the following munity have arranged an all day
teachers were elected:
,t. r,ire next Sunday with dinner
Mrs. Verda Norris, Miss Mc ion the ground. Bibl" school at
Kinley. Miss Lillian Smith. Miss 10 a. m. and at 11 a. m. Bro. J
Maggie Dunlap and Miss Neva H. Shepard will give a special
Odam. This added to those pre Enster address.
At 12 noon
viously elected makes fourteen dinner. In the afternoons brief
of the nineteen or twenty teach- program followed by a special
ers elected for our school. The Bible school address by Bro
remaining teachers will soon be Shepard. Come, bring a well
elected, and if these are as com- filled brsket and let's enjoy the
petent as the ones already chosen day together.
the News predicts here and now
a really great school for Clovis
Mrs. R. H. Downing. Mrs. B.
the next school year. The TrusNorby and Mr. Snelson motor
J.
tees have been careful in the
up to Clovis Tuesday from
ed
selection of the teachers, it apMelrose.
pears, and are to be commended
Mrs. W. A. Duckworth from
for their good work.
her ranch below Tybend is vis
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Eyer are iting Mrs George Turner
the proud parents of a 9 lb boy F. S .Jones of the school mines
born Monday.
at Socorro N. M. was in town
H. T. Dowd from San Angelo Wednesday.
Tex., has gone into the hide and
Mrs. W. H. Schumate has sold
poultry business here and is loc her confectionery stand on south
ated at McFarlin's wagon yard. main street to G. L. Ellis.

The Young People's Society of
Christian En ieavor will hold two
special Easter services at the
Christian church next Sunday.
The first service will be a
unique sunrise prayer and communion service to begin at six
o'clock. The Endeavor rooms
will be beautifully decorated in
white and with cut floweres and
potted plants. This bids fair to
be
st interesting
and helpful services of the entire day.
At 0:30 p. m. there will be a
great union service of al! the
young people of the town at
which time the following program will be rendered:
Opening song,
Christ Arose
Opening address and scripture
Miss Bills
Vocal Duett-MuCroft and
Dottis Busby.
Five minutes talk Mr. f Calkins,
of the Epworth League

Wilson Sends Ultimatum
to Germany
Amarica's last word on submarine warfare is sent to Germany. All Diplomatic relations
will end if attacks are continued.
May mean war.
Washington, April 19. President Wilson told congress, assembled in joint session, shortly

after

1 o'clock this afternoon,
he had given Germany irrevert-abl- e
notification that the United
States will break off diplomatic
relations if her illegal submarine
campaign is continued.
A note, America's last word,
practically an ultimatum, and
demanding an immediate reply,
presumably was in the Berlin
foreign office as the president
was speaking. It was dispatched last night in accordance with
the president's plan to have it
before the German government
at the same moment he was addressing the American congress.
The president asked no action
whatever of congress. He simply informed it of the accumulation of facts proving that Germany's assurances to the United
States are being violated: that
the submarine campaign, despite the earnest protests of the
United States, is being conducted with renewed vigor in con
travention of all the laws of
nations and humanity, and that
he means to sever relations unless it is brought within the law.
Diplomatic history of the world
shows that such a caurse is almost certain to be followed by
war.

Road Builder
State road builder, Jones, who
is under the supervision of

sin

d,

At Easter Time
When you blossom out at Easter time with the
rest of the people and the rest of the world, you had
better do it in a Hart Schaffner & Marx Varsity
Fifty Five suit.
Here they are in the different variations, two
and three button models, plain and patch pockets,
nifty stripes and fancy weaves.

Plenty of Beautiful Easter Suits
at $18 to $35

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany
"THE STORE OF QUALITY" AND THE HOME OF HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
ETfl

chief

engineer, r rench, was in Clovis
Tuesday morning. In response
to an inquiry by a News repre
sentative, as to the progress his
force are making in the con
struction of a branch highway
from Clovis to Fort Sumner he
stated-- ' "The grading camp is
now located five miles ibis Bide
Vocal Solo Miss Webb
Melrose,
of
and are making
Five minutes talk Miss McFar-lanThere-cesatisfactory
progress'
of the B. Y. P. U.
very
have
rains
assisted
Vocal Duett Miss Thelma Reamaterially
in
construcroad
the
gan and Mrs. R. McMillen.
tion work and Mr. Jones thinks
Five minutes talk Miss Well, of
that when the new road is finally
the Christian Endeavor
completed it will lessen the disReading -- Miss Ragsdate
tance materially between the
Closing Song.
Christ i9 Risen points designated.
Benediction.
Rev. Milton Reece purchased
The public is cordially invited
a new "flivver" Monday.
to both of these services.
nt
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"Superintendent

X

of the Senate Press
Gallery, tells about

f

li

great papers got
their news in those days

Hozu the

HE superintendent
ot
the senate press gallery in Washington Is
James D. Preston, a
son or the late Herbert
A. Preston, who tor a
long time
was the

Washington

corre-

pa-jic-
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Most Desirably Land Is Sandy or
Silt Loam.
Be Plowed Deep and Readily
Combined With Organic Matter
Making Rich 8eed Red Also
Readily Absorbs Moisture.

Can

Primarily tbe success or failure ot
farmer depends upon tbe
the
nature ot the soil be is tilling. Tbe
most desirable lind for
operations is a sandy or silt loam five
or mere feet in depth. Such a soil
can without difficulty be plowed deep
and Is easily cultivated and readily
combines with organic matter making
a rich, deep seed bed, writes Dr. W.
E. Taylor in Denver Field and Farm.
A sandy or silt loam readily absorbs
moisture and maintains perfect capillarity. Shallow land or land where
the surface soil Is thl nand subsoil Is sand or gravel is very undesirable and to attempt to raise crops on
regions is
such ground in semi-arilabor and seed lost except when the
summer rains are frequent.
While a gravel or sandy
will readily absorb water neither condition will maintain capillarity. Again
If the water line or table Is too near
tbe surface, that Is, so near that the
roots will extend Into the water, tbey
will die, hence the soil should be thoroughly examined for a depth of five
or six feet. Tbe sucessful
farmer, and I may say any farmer,
must religiously observe four Important operations and the neglect of
any one will Imperil bis crop or at
least impair the yield. The seed bed,
fertility, seed and plant cultivation
are Interdependent and like a chain
that can be no stronger than Its weakest link, the harvest will correspond
to the weakest step In the evolution
We must remember
of production.
that pedigreed seed like the purebred
animal will soon become a derelict If
the proper care, the right food and a
comfortable home Is not provided,
hence the necessity for thoroughness
In work and an evenness In distribu
tion from the formation of the seed
bed to the gathering of the crop.
Deep plowing Is the first step to be
observed In storing water. The
is a valuable adjunct to the
plow and materially assists In looBen-inthe ground below the reach of the
plow, thereby Increasing the porosity
of the hardpan. However, dire results
r
If
may come from using a
It is run so deep that the under soil
Is rendered so loose that capillary attraction Is hindered under ordinary
should
The
circumstances.
not be run deeper than one Inch the
first year, a little deeper providing
the stirred soil is kept compact; In
other words, free from lumps and air
spaces each succeeding year.
Water will gravitate through the
lumpy space, but will not come up
through lumpy soil and air spaces. If
however the ground is disked before
plowing so that when the plow turns
the slices of earth the interstices that
may exist on the bottom of the furare filled
row made by the
with pulverized dirt, thjs contact la
sufficiently compact to Insure capillarity and at tbe same time loose
enough to freely admit surface water.
The use of the corrugated roller or
packer, run at right angles
with the prevailing wind, prevents In
great measure the blowing of soil If
stubble, manure and straw Is thoroughly mixed In.
sub-so-

sto-rif-

y

AND HARROWING WINTER WHEAT

g

ago.

spondent of the New
York Herald. Tbe sen- tor Preston died some years ago.
The other diy the son, In going over
his father's papers, found the manuscript of an address on Washington
newspaper life which contained
of men whose names were known
by the nation and which still are
known.
The address of Correspondent Preston of which the manuscript was found
was delivered
to studentB of the
tioorgetcwn university and In general
its subject may be put down as experiences in the life of a Washington
correspondent.
Some of tbe things
which Mr. Preston said concerning
newspaper work hnve their application
as sharp today as tbey did In the elder
!;' Hero ure some extracts from his
address and some stories with tbem
which muke their own points felt and
make salient their lessons to newspaper men and to others of today:
"In IS72 a reporter writes this,
Hamilton Fish, secretary of state, returned to the city yesterday.
The
ay editor tells him to put a cap bead
in all his matter.
'Hut tbis only
makes a line. Never mind, put a bead
nn It. The reporter did so. It read,
A diHliiiguislied visitor.'
"I do not suppose that three words
ever caused an entire administration
villi Gem nil lirant at Its head, to tear
its hair and swear as those words did.
A us K luaiiciouH'.'
The secretary said
it was and it cost the man bis place.
The president and the cabinet all summer that year remained away from
aliinntnti except tbe secretary of
Mate, ile kept at bis desk and only
absented himself two weeks. To be
lazetted us a 'distinguished visitor'
was enough to cause him anger, espe-iallorgan of the adin die
ministration.
Ile saw tbe force of tbe
atire in the beading and the reporter
mude him an enemy for life.
"It Is said by some papers that are
independent, and therefore not bound
liy puny lies, that they are fearless
champions of tbe people's rights. Perhaps they were at one time, and have
come under the yoke of tbe fear of
losing patronage and Influence In tbelr
tatter days The late Jere Black told
me a Btory bow when be was secretary of state at the close of James
Huchannn's administration he met the
elder Ilennett, founder of the Herald,
in President Buchanan's library one
evening. The growth of the paper, its
creat popularity and its extended circulation, were the subjects of conversation. Mr. ilennett accounted for all
r
this by saying It was the people's
and the populace in turn showed
Its appreciation by advertising in and
patronizing It. It was, I think, tbe
tirst of tbis class of journals, and naturally so stern and firm a Democrat
us Mr. Hlack was, be looked with disfavor on any Innovation that threatened the peace and perpetuity of his
party.
'
arose,' said Mr. Black, 'and wltb
all the vehemence of my nature I denounced such journalism. I taw tbe
president was a little annoyed, but
tbe occasion and provocation were too
great for me to keep still. To my
urprlse tbe owner of the paper did
not appear to notice what I bad said.
This Irritated me and as I bad gone
that far I was determined to say all
that I thought ot this mountebank In
modern journalism. I continued, Mr.
President I cannot find words sufficiently strong to express my supreme
contempt for a man who calls such
kind of journalism popular. Why sir,
tf on that day of days when that most
momentous trial tbe world bas ever
known took place before Pontius Pilate, and the sentence of death was
pronounced on the Sor. of God, If tbe
Herald bad been printed In Jerusalem,
It would have been on tbe side of tbe
people, of tbe rabble, and doubtless It
would have appeared in extra form,
with blackest type, and biggest letter
repeating tbe words of Its popular sup--

ROLLING

dry-lan-

famous men in the Nation

al Capital many years

SOIL FOR DRY FARMING

dry-lan-

porters, "Crucify Him. Crucify llnu.
Crucify Him."
"Mr. Bennett arose, and apparently without any feeling in the beginning
of his remarks, yet showing tbe depth
and intense fervor of his nature as
be continued. This is what he said in
conclusion. 'Yes, Mr. President, your
Secretary of State thoroughly understands the underlying principle wlIch
dally governs each issue of the Herald
He says tbe Herald would have been
on the Bide of the rubble, ol the clamoring populace and it It would have reechoed the cry, "Crucify Him, Crucify
Him. Crucify Him." So it would, Mr.
Black! and then turning upon the secretary of state be raised his voice and
stretched out his long Scotch arm,
shaking bis finger In Mr. Black's faco:
'Yes! you are right; and where would
your hope of salvation he today, Mr.
Black, If be bad not bion crucllled
for you.
"Some years ago tbe owner ot one of
the largest papers in New York, recognizing the need for brightening bis paper, Issued an order that commonplace writing should not thereafter be
printed. Tbe order extended to the
editorial page. Tbe cleverest descriptive writers that could be found were
employed, and what was the result?
Why tbey tell tbe story that the editors wanted tbe pavements around the
building covered with sawdust and
straw to deaden the disturbing noise
of the passing vehicles, because such
a great tr.autal effort was necessary.
You remember what 1 said about humor and insanity. Well, the presence
of this additional force of funny writers made a very sbeol of the office.
The merit ot news was forgotten and
the whole establishment was divided
against itself.
"Petty jealousies were more numerous than Individuals among tbem. A.
B. was simply a conceited fool, C. O.
and E. F. had no more humor in tbelr
composition than tbe Belgian pavement in Broadway As the night editor and tbe city editor were only
plain news fellows tbe fine writing and
tbe funny writing went out every time
under that Inexorable rule, 'chop
things down.' The editorial page established a standard of cynical ridicule, so that it became a byword, and
when a contemporary wished to pirouette on the apex of comparison, be
merely bad to say that such a thing
was funnier than an editorial In the
In less than six
New York Eagle.'
months the order In that office was to
buy more Procrustean beds and less
paper and pencils.
"When a man bas turned what be
thinks Is a particularly fine sentence,
Invented a good joke, on some public
men, and sees his master the next
morning as dry as dust, why be bas
no desire to try to comply with the
owner's order. After a while the paper got back Into Its common practical everyday style again and again the
editor shook 'em up with an Imperative order that the first man that Interfered wltb tbis command woulu je
tired on sight He thought Washington was an excellent field wherein to
establish tbis new order ot things.
One afternoon when the editor was In
a great hurry be sent a telegram re--

quiring three columns of bright, spicy,
interesting, crisp short paragraphs to
be telegraphed
before eleven o clock
that night. Tbey were to relate to
public events and public men and every line must be printed whether good,
bad or Indifferent. And this, not for
om; dny. but for every day.
"It Is no use to say In the face ol
such an order, If you only had twenty-lou- r
hours' notice it might be well
done. The only question was what
could be done and bow well could It
be done before eleven o'clock that
night. The paper came to Washington the next day with four columns ot
the most Interesting novelettes about
president, members of his cabinet, senators, congressmen, bureau officials;
In fact everybody In official life contributed to the humor of those columns The grave chief justice of the
United States, and tbo ponderous executive were credited with saying tha
cleverest things I say credited, because all the stories, all tbe Jokes
were either pure Invention or vitalized chestnuts.
"Now let me take you Into my confidence since you would all like to
know the secret of Journalistic intellectual force. Probably not one In a
hundred of the bright things you read
In the papers were ever said by the
persons to whom they are attributed.
In the days of President Lincoln ev
ery story extant had blm for a father.
The Journalist of today knows very
well tbe way to Moat a witty saying la
to put It upon one In public life, la
our day Senator Evarts bas the credit
of suying more bright, clevor things
Bethan uuyhody else. And why?
cause he really has told, very frequent
For that reasoa
ly too, witty stories.
anywhen a newspaper man invents
thing particularly good and wants a
sponsor be puts it on Evarts.
"You may remember early in tha
congress
first session of the Ftfty-nrs- t
call for
roll
the
evaded
Democrats
the
Whenever tha
weeks tu succession.
ayes and noes were called they left
the hall In a body. Just tbon the gripps
was very common In our midst and
one morning there appeared the loV
lowing. Senator Evarts remarked to
bis colleague, Edmunds, that If running from the eyes and nose was a
sure symptom of the grippe then every Democratic member In the house
must be sadly afflicted, tor tbey bad
been running from the ayes and noet)
for more than two weeks past'
"If you were to ask Senator Evarts
It he made such a remark be would
doubtless tell you, if you read it la
the newspaper It must be true. But
tbe trouble about such humor is, tha
newspaper where It originates never
gets credit for it Not long ago tha
size of the postage stamp was reduced.
Again Senator Evarts came to tha
front He said in the newspaper
'Edmunds, do you know that Wans
maker bas endeared himself to tbe
rising generation of Young Amerlcaf
That profound lawyer from Vermont
could not answer the conundrum, and
so Senator Evarts answered, 'Because
the postmaster general by reducing
the size of the postage stamp, baa
diminished the licking propensity of
the adult population of the country."

the Surface of a Wheat Field In Spring Rolling Corrects
This.
not as good
rowing after rolling
tests
years
comparative
several
For
have been made by tho Nebraska ex- as rolling alone, probably due to loosperiment station or harrowing and roll- ening up the plants again after the
ing winter wheat, the following ac- roller had pressed them firmly Into
count ot which is given by Mr. E. Q. the soil.
Karly spring rolling ol winter
Montgomery:
pressing the earth as It does
grain,
red
Turkish
to
were
seeded
Plats
llrmly
the plant roots, produces
about
broadcast,
winter wheat, some sown
frost comes out
others put In with a press drill. Some good results. Whenvery
apt to leave
of the platB were harrowed in both In the spring It is
or
fall and spring, while others were, har- tho soil filled with small cracks
rowed only in the spring, while a third checks, especially around the plants.
If these checks are clooly examined,
set was rolled.
it will be seen that a large number of
reIt was quite evident from the
roots are thus exposed, and If the
sults that no bencllt was derived from weather continues dry they are killed
In fact "harrowing
the harrowing.
or at least injured. If the Boil Is not
broadcast wheat resulted in an avcr-ng- wet at
the time of rolling und It
loss ot almost three bushels per should never he rolled when wet rollacre, whllo harrowing drilled wheat
ing aids In no snictll degree to form
of a
resulted In a loss of
a surface mulch.
per
bushel
acre."
Tho Nebraska experiments, thereThe results from rolling were con- fore, point quite clearly to the conclusive. In no year did it fail "to give clusion that under ordinary conditions
an Increased yield, tho average in- of nonnnl seaHons In humid regions
crease being 5.1 husbels per acre."
winter wheat is sullleieiitly benefited
Tho rolling was riven early in tho by rolling to make the practice profitspring, soon after frost wus out. unil able, while harrowing is not to ho recabout tho time growth started, liar- - ommended under such conditions.
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WINTER CARE OF FARM HORSE
Piece of Barrel Hoop May Be Used to
Scrape Off Snow or Rain Rub Dry
ss Possible.
When a horse comes in wet with
rain or snow scrape him all over
quickly.
A regular scraper which comet for
the purpose can be used, but a piece
of barrel hoop Is just as good.
Then throw a blanket over him and
rub his bead, neck, lega and loins aa
dry as possible.
If the stable Is cold, put on a second stable blanket

FARM

WHOLE COW'S MILK
IS EEST FOR CALF

FERTILIZERS

HAVE GREAT VALUE

Indigestion Often Results When Barnyard Manure Improves Soil
and Makes It Easier to HaYoung Animals Are Raised
ndleOther Benefits.
on Skim Milk.
(Hy OKonnF IT. CltIVKR. felnrndn
Agricultural College, l'"ort Collins. OI".
Calves raised on skim milk are

usually runty, potbellied, and suffer
Indigestion. Whole cow's milk Is a
perfect food for the calf, but skim
milk Is not. When the fat is removed
a substitute Is sometimes made by
adding a handful of flaxseed meal or
cornmeal, but this sort of fat is not
a full substitute for butterfat.
It is still a debatable question
whether it pays in the long run to
rob tbo future cow by stunting the calf
for the sake of immediate profits. The
practice of taking tho cnlf immediately
away from the cow Is the usual thing
In the dairies and, assuming tbut it is
an economical thing to do, the question Is how to feed calves on artificial
food and keep tbem growing properly.
During the first few weeks the calf
Is not capable of digesting normally
any food save whole cow's milk. It
he must subsist on skira milk, a little
flaxseed meal or cornmeal had better
be added to the ration.
The milk
should always be given warm and
never when It Is frothy. Calves should
never be given enough skim milk to
entirely satisfy their hunger. It indigestion develops, tbey should bo kept
on short rations for a day or two. If
scours develop a little formalin added
to the milk, combined with a restricted diet, will usually control It within
a few days.

REMEDY FOR BLOAT
GIVEN

IN

BULLETIN

Get Incubators In 8hape.
Tbe Incubators should be at work
now. If not started, clean them up, Experts of Kentucky Station Rectill the lamps, put In new, clean wicks,
ommend Solution of
and light up. Run them at least 86 to
48 hours to test thermostats and regas a Drench.
ulators. Be gathering good eggs, and
posas
start your early hatch as soon
Tbe cause of and a remedy for closible. Tlm-- runs around wonderfully
fast, and thore's no batching time like ver bloat bave been found by D. J.
Healy and J. W. Nutter of the Kentbe present
tucky agricultural experiment station.
These facts are announced in Circular
8afety First With Bulls.
No. 6, recently issued by the KenEvery few weeks somebody gets
tucky mtlon:
hurt by an ugly bull who is long ou
Red clover blossoms contain about
bonis and short on politeness. Saw 8.6 per cent of sugar, alfalfa
blossoms,
'em oft quick. Better be safe than 2.8 per
cent; white clover blossoms,
sorry.
2,4 per cent.
After being eaten by
stock this sugar undergoes rapid ferPoultry
Feed.
Winter
Excellent
mentation and Is converted Into carCabbages are an excellent winter
bon dioxide. This causes the bloating.
salable
The less
feed for poultry.
The authors of the bulletin strongly
heads should be pitted In tbe field to recommend for acute bloating
one
Gloves, belling and other leather ar- protect from severe freezing and used quart of 1V4 per cent solution of forfeed.
for
chicken
Hone
sea
from
made
been
bave
ticles
malin. After this Is administered, a
wooden block should be placed in the
flnatn ! credited with nrnHnMn
A newly designed aide car for tbe bides In a British Columbian factory.
Mares.
Buy
Mrs. Lydla Botkin of Homer. Ill
animal's mouth, and the animal should
more than three quarters ot the motor cycle may be taken oft and
purebuy
Sfford
you
cannot
to
If
celebrated her one hundred and Brat
be given gentle exercise if It can be
used as a boat
world's supply of olive oil.
at the start, buy the beat got on Its feet.
As much as thirty pounds ot wool birthday anniversary November 1. bred mares
Vancouver Island, it Is nstlmated,
you
buy
until
you can, then trade and
Formalin Is a trade name for a 40
alone can furnish one billion toet of have been sheared from one Angora Sbe is in the best of health and can get the real article.
,
per cent solution of formaldehyde gas
would be taken for a woman not over
merchantable timber a year for 100 goat.
She can recall vividly hisIn water and may be o'ttalned at any
The silver output for the last year. seventy.
rears to come.
Clover Is Excellent Feed.
drug store tor about 4o cents a pint.
Tbe world's output of new platinum 67.0(10,000 ounces, while never exceed- toric scenes of years ago, wblcb pasa
Clover in the form of hay makes
f
ounce of formalin in one
In 1914 was placed at '.'03,453 troy ed In quantity except once in this before her in the mind's eye as clear
dairyman
no
feed
excellent
such
thst
quart of water Is the proper solution
and distinct as a motion picture screen
241,200 country, falls below tbe record of sevRussia furnished
ounces.
space
silo
In
justified
giving
clover
is
wii which to drench an animal.
ounces, Colombia 17,500 ounces and eral other years In value because of depicting a century's growth and
In preference to corn.
low prices last year.
tbe United Staloa 670 ounces.
For-mal-

s

INTERESTING INFORMATION

Pure-Bre-

One-hal-

in

rtnrnynrd manure has value on the
farm aside from that as a fertiliser.
It improves tho phynicol conditions of
the soil und makes It easier to handle.
Its decay produces heat and its presence aids chemical and bacterial processes. Moreover, It absorbs and holds
a large amount of water and helps to
aerate the soil. Tho benefits of these
indirect aids to plant growth are in
some cases worth as much aa the fertilizing power of tho manure.
These are observations made by F.
L. Kcnnard, agronomist In the Northwest experiment station at Crookston,
In response to numerous questions received from fanners.
When It is added that barnyard manure is worth perhaps t'iSiO a ton, and
that euch farm nnininl produces from
five to seven tons per l.OUO pounds of
live weight ejich year, It is easy to see
that as a fertilizer the material should
not be wasted.
Tho best practlco is to haul the stuff
directly from tho burn to tho fields. If
this is done, there Is little loss through
fermentation or leaching.

DRAINAGE ADDS TO
ACRES AND PROFITS
Practice Improves Physical

Con-

dition of Soil by Making It
Porous and Friable.
Lands that are too wet for the most
profitable production of crops should
be drained. Even uplands may often
be drained with profit, especially hill-- ,
sides subject to erosion or inclined to
be "spouty." Indeed, drainage Is
profitable wherever It Is necessary to
the fullest use of the land.
It ia not uncommon for lends too
wet for cultivation to produce, when
drained, 60 or 70 bushels of corn or
oats to the acre. On much of tbe
drained Innd the Increase of yield is
from 25 to 100 per cent, and by the
Increase yield and the decreased cost
of cultivation the value of tbe land
is often doubled.
Drainage Improves the physical condition of the soil by making It more
porous and friable.
Drained land can be plowed earlier
In the spring than untlralned land.
Health conditions are also Improved
by the drainage of swamps and standing water.
Seed Corn Inspection.
Take a look at the seed corn. See
that it Is drying out In good shape.
Then plan on testing In a box rather
than In the Held.
New Place for Onions.
Do not put onions where they grew

last year, or the
t
will
cause you trouble. Select a new place
for them; and change all the crops
round. They will do better.
onion-maggo-

TEE CLOVIS NEWS

BALKED BY MIRAGE

Hopes Women Will
Adopt This Habit

British Artillery Has Queer Trou

As Well As Men
Qlass of hot water each monv
Ing help us leek and feel
elean, sweet, fresh.

bright alert

vigorous and
TiTaoloue
good clear akin; a natural, roajr complexion and freedom
tram Ulneaa are aasured only by clean.
healthy blood. If only every woman
and llkewlae every man could realise
the wonders of drinking phosphated
bot water each morning, what a gratifying change would take place.
Instead of the thousands of sickly,
anaemic-lookinmen, women and
girls with pasty or muddy complexions; Instead of the multitudes of
"nerve wrecks," "rundowns," "brain
fags" and pessimists we should see a
virile, optimistic throng of rosy
cheeked people everywhere.
An inside bath Is bad by drinking,
each morning before breakfast, a glass
of real bot water with a teaspoonful
of limestone phosphate In It to wash
from the stomach, liver, kidneys and
ten yards of bowels the preTlous day's
Indigestible waste, sour fermentations
and poisons, thus cleansing, sweetening and freshening the entire alimentary canal before putting more food
Into the stomach.
Those subject to sick headache, biliousness, nasty breath, rheumatism,
colds; and particularly those who
have a pallid, sallow complexion and
who are constipated fery often, are
urged to obtain a quarter pound of
limestone phosphate from any druggist or at the store which will cost
but a trifle but Is sufficient to demonstrate the quick and remarkable
change In both health and appearance
awaiting those who practice Internal
We must remember that
sanitation.
Inside cleanliness Is more Important
than outside, because the skin does
not absorb impurities to contaminate
the blood, while the pores In the thirty feet of bowels do. Adv.
Happy,

g

Physical Bar to 8acrlflce.
"Darling, I would die for you!"
"You cant; you're too bald."
RELIABLE

REMEDY

RESTORES KIDNEYS
For many yean druggitU have witched
with much Intercut the remarkable record

maintained by Dr. Kilmer'a Bwamp-Roet- ,
the groat kidney, liver and bladder

reat-ed-

It la a phytieian's prescription.
Swamp Root is a trengthening medicine. Dr. Kilmer need it (or yeare in hie
It helps the kidneys,
firivate practice. do
the work nature inbladder
tended they should do.
8watnp-Roo- t
baa stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on Its merit and
it will help you. No other remedy ena
ueeeeafully take its place.
Be sore to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wiih flret to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Hinghamton, N. Y, for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this pap. Adv.
His Recoverlee.
"Did he recover from the accldentT"
"Tea.
And ton thousand dollars
from the railroad company besides."
Browning's Magazine.
Red Cross Bsg Bine makes the laundress
nappy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Her Definition.
Him What's your Idea of a great
man?

Her One who Is able to realize how
Insignificant he really Is.

ELDERLY WOMEN
SAFEGUARDED

Evolutions of Troops Are Obscured
See Infantry Like Trees Moving
and Think Them a Trans-per- t
Train.
Sheikh Saad, Arabia. The ground
between the Tigris river and the hills
was the scene of the battle of Sheikh
Baad. The land is maliciously and
fanatically sterile.
Even the agoon
and the kharnoog come to an end. It
was over 'this rutty ground that the
transport wagons bumped and Jolted
with their freight of wounded on the
evening of January 7.
It was evening when our steamer
moored near the battlefield. We went
out to meet them as they streamed in
flat, and gave
over the
what aid we could. Many were walk
ing very erect, some of them with the
tiffness of effort. These were the less
swrious esses.
The stretchers and
transport wagons came In later. One
was struck with the hardiness and
stoicism of the British and Indian
alike.
"Beg your pardon, sir," says a British private; "can you tell me where
the ambulance Is?" and be deprecates
the support of my shoulder, though bis
calf Is bandaged and it la painful for
blm to put his left foot to the ground,
"I am all right, sir; It's nothing serl
ous."
He lifts up his shirt and points to a
puncture In his stomach. His facs is
bloody and bandaged.
"It Is nothing," be explains; "took
off a bit of my gums."
He will not rest, but moves on to
wards the distant Red Cross flag and
the funnels of the steamer on the riv
er. Here at least should be rest, warm
tea and comforts for bis wounds. But
In Mesopotamia it is a tar cry to the
smooth motor ambulances of France,
the rapid transit to the hospital, where
an hour or two after he has received
first aid doctors and nurses are ready
with every saving device that science
Can provide.
W have beard the guns overnight
and again In the morning as our paddle steamer with Its attendant light
ers forged up stream. The first shell
disturbed a flight of sand grouse which
came wheeling across the river In such
myriads that we who were watching
from the root of the. bridge forgot tne
shells snd turned our glasses on the
birds a skein of plumage halt a mile
long tying Itself up in loops In the
most complicated evolutions, the van
suddenly wheeling around, while the
rear, an opposite point, then converged
in a hoop. They were dark at one
turn, silvery the next, as the sun
caught their underwlngs through the
black smoke of a monitor.
The evolutions of our troops on
land wore obscured by the mirage. We
saw Infantry like trees moving, and
thought them a transport train. Other
masses, which could be nothing but
artillery, crossed the pontoon bridge
ahead of us from the right bank to the
left. The mirage does not affect the
atmosphere at the height of a bursting
shell; we could see the shrapnel smoke
unfolding two or three miles from the
bank, and wondered If it were Turkish
artillery or our own "Shelling their
advance posts" was the general verdict. It was not until later that we
realized that the whole force was at
grips with the enemy; and It was not
until we moored and met the converg
ing stream coming In from the
trenches that we realized bow costly
the day had been. The guns we had
heard had played but a small part In
the action, for the mirage had made
artillery preparation for our advance
Ineffectual, and the bulk of our casual
ties on both banks of the stream had
occurred In frontal attacks on the enemy's position.
As I write we are moving on to at
tack a new position, and It Is not the
moment yet for a detailed account of
the action.

SCARE

OF

HIS

LIFE

Thought It a Skeleton Rattling,
It Waa Only Two Screech
Owls.

Potato Doughnuts

But

(Write far keeipe)

Falmouth, Ky J T. McNay ot
Short Creek had the scare of his life
recently about 12:30 o'clock at night
He thought his time bed come when
he was swakened by what be thought
was the rattling of a skeleton at the
head ot his bed.
When he collected his wits he found
that It was two screech owls sitting on
the bead of his bed cracking their
Jaws and making a lot ot noise with
their claws. When Mr. McNay raised
up out of bed to answer "the call" of
old St Peter, as he thought It was, the
two owls Hew against the window,
Then it was that Mr. McNay took a
new lease on life, as be knew what
It was.
Mr. McNay says the owls were black
with soot and be supposed that they
were sitting on top ot the chimney
and got (o fussing and fell down the
chimney snd Into the room.

retain the moisture several days. An
excellent wholesome food when made
with the pure

II

Baking Powder
Always sure to please.
iry a can loaay ai our

but There

Was Delsy.

3t

Louis. The funeral of Mrs. Anton Welneke of Edwardsville, HI., was
Vegetable Com- delayed
until a coffin could be made
I1
pound. When I was
45 and bad the from a walnut tree of her "home
Change of Life, place."
Mrs. Wlenecke and her husband,
a friend recommended It and It three years ago, picked out the walgave me inch relief nut tree on their farm from which to
have their coffins made. It was sawed
from my bad feel
ings that I took Into boards, which were permitted to
several bottles. I season until last June, when Wleneke
'.V', am
now well and took the lumber to a planing mill and
tt
r I healthy and
i.
brdered It made Into coffins.
Wieneke was then eighty years old,
mend your Compound to other ladles."
Mrs. Mart Ridowat, Dnrand, Wis.
snd bis wife was seventy-seven- .
The work of making the caskets
A Massachusetts Woman Wrl tew
When Mrs. Wleneke
was put oft.
Blackstona, Mas.
"My trouble
were from my age, and I felt awfully died, rather unexpectedly, ordera were
sick for three years. I had hot flashes given to rush one of the coflns to
often and frequently suffered from completion.
Mrs. Wleneke wss the daughter of
pains. I took Lydia E. Ptnkham's
Vegetable Compound and now am well." Anton Louis, a pioneer fit Louis drugMrs. Pierri Coubnoyeb, Box 839, gist
Blockstone, Mass.
8uch warning symptoms as sense of
Finds Coin Minted In 1790.
suffocation, hot flashes, head aches,
Fredericksburg,
Tex. Arthur
of Impending evil, timidity,
found a silver coin on his lot
sounds In the ears, palpitation of the here which wss found to have been
heart, sparks before the eyes, Irreguminted In 1790 under Francis II, emlarities, constipation, variable appetite,
peror of Qermsny, king of Bohemia
weakness and dizziness, should be heeded and Hungary. The coin la the size of
women. Lydia E. Pink-barby middle-age- d
a silver dollar and In a fair state of
Vegetable Compound has carried
preservation.
man women safely through this crisis.
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BLIND

MAN OPERATES

'M

JAQUE3 MFG. CO, CHICAGO
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'
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nifyiK
Sold by

all

MILLS

Although He la Sightless, Wilder Runs
Four of Them Successfully.

Wllllamsport Pa. Forced to support a family when he became blind
fourteen years ago, at the age ot fortytwo, O. U Wilder, after, taking a turn
at various occupations, turned to mill
ing. He ordered a feed mill Installed,
With his hands be studied Its mysteries and soon started grinding. With
his hands he built the bins and other
eaulpment.
Since then he hau Installed three ad
ditional mills. All of these he operates himself. 'He has not even put
bolts. He
guards on the
bags and weighs all the flour, feed
meal and oyster shells he grinds, and
John Driscoll of Hampton, Vs., ia loads his products on the patrons'
the last survivor of the old U. S. 8. wagons. He also conducts a small
Monitor, conqueror of the Merrlmaa grocery as a side iBSue.
In the Civil war. After the famous
Freak' Chicken Dies.
naval battle President Lincoln sumNew York. A chicken equipped
moned the Monitor's crew to Washington and told them If anyone ever want- with four leas, four wings and 'two
ed a favor It would only be necessary harks, was hatched bv a hen belong
ing to Frod Mohrmann, Brooklyn. The
to ask it Driscoll, now seventy-six- ,
never asked anything of the United freak chicken died shortly after leav
States until recently, when he told the ing its shell.
navy department a trip through the
Boy Falls Four 8torles.
Panama canal on a warship before he
New York. Falling from the fourthdied would make blm happy. The
promise will be made good and he will story window of bis home, Samuel
Zacher, four, landed on a crate ot eggs
sail on the next ahlp to make the
and only fractured bis Jaw.

Grocers
To Be Exact
The Change.
"Do you mean to tell me that yos
"Was the fugitive bank officer the
know all the latest dance steps 7"
caHhlor?"
"He was. but now he's a runner."
"I wouldn't ssy 'all.' Of course, 1
don't know what new steps have
been Invented since I've been standing here chatting with yon."
D
AS
HE

GRAND CROPS
And Likes

swift-runnin- g

the Laws
Canada.

in

Skinners
Macaroni or
Spaghetti

Western

The Quality Food the
tastiest, most healthful
and most economical
food that can grace your

1

lived near Lee, Illinois, tor 41
years. I csme to Saskatchewan in the
spring of 1912 and bought land near
Brlorcrest. I have farmed this land,
I have bad
1680 acres, ever since.
grand crops. In 1914 I bad 100 acres
of wheat that yielded 40 bushels to
the acre. I sold this wheat at $1.60
per bushel. I like the country and my
My
neighbours.
taxes on each quar- There Is No
ter section (160
War Tax
acres) are about
This
$32 a year.
covers municipal tax, school tax, hall
Insurance tax everything.
There Is
no war tax
I like the laws
In force here. There Is no compulsion
to me in any way. I am Just as Independent here as I was In Illinois, and
I feel that my family and I are Just as
well protected by the laws of the province as we were In our old home In Illinois. What I earn here Is my own.
I have seven children and they take
geant major was wounded and came
their places st school, In sports and
to a hospital in England.
The girl at all public gatherings tbe same as
came with him and stayed In the hosthe Canadian born.
pital too, the pet of patients and
(Sgd.) M. P. Tysdal.
nurses.
"February 9th, 1916."
She has now been taken bv her
adopted "daddy" the sergeant major
We reprint the following article,
to tieaTord, where she will have a complete, without comment, from the
woman's care and still be attached to latest number of tbe "Saskatchewan
tbe regiment
Farmer," an agricultural paper pub
The parentage of the child and bow lished at Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan:
she came to be deserted In the ditch at
"The attempt to
La Bassee remain an unsolved mys
Former Iowa
emigration
cheek
tery. She was too young to know her
Farmers Are
from the United
name or to give any account of hnr.
Doing Weil
States to our pral-Iself. There Is a suggestion of terror-Canada.
rle provinces by
I
stricken flight In the fact that she Is
publishing alarming
afraid of a German helmet For the Ing, statements about the enormous
khaki and becapped soldier she has an war taxes that are being paid here
enaction, out if a Tommy puts a bel $500 on a quarter section yearly
met on she shrinks away as In fear.
about forcing young men to enlist for
the war; about the cold, no crops and
IS SHAVED BY AUTO LIGHT any old story that by its extravagant
boldness might influence men and
women
from venturing north to CanSon Puts Machine Where Barber Can
ada, Is really In the list of curios to
Work on Father Who la In
our people. Knowing the country, we
a Hurry.
can hardly take It seriously. Our govClayton, Mo. Heroic measures were ernments, however, dominion and provincial, are taking steps to expose the
resorted to In order that Frank
a real estate dealer, could be false statements that are being made,
shaved In time to catch a train one and thereby keep tbe channel open for
night recently. Tegethoff had but a continuing the stream of settlers that
short time in which to make tbe train has been flowing to us for the past
and rushed Into one of Clayton's bar- decade. Advertisement
ber shops and demanded a hasty
In 8chool.
"once ovor.
"What are the principal fruits ot
While the barber was engaged In
daubing Tegethoffs face with lather history?"
"I know, teacher; they're dates."
the electric lights failed and the process had to be stopped. It was up to
Important to Mother
Tcgethoff's son, Leo, to supply the
Examine carefully every bottle of
light.
CA STOMA, a safe and sure remedy for
He drove bis father's automobile on infants and children, and see that It
to the sidewalk In front of the shop
Bears the
and stopped In a position which threw
Signature
the rays of the headlight on the elder
Tegethoff s face aud the shaving op- In Use tor Over 80 Tears.
eration was comploted.
Tegethoff Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
caught the train.
Sure Thing.
"Money doesn't bring happiness."
FREE CONVICTS ARE FLUSH
"Maybe not But It will help you
greatly In going after It"
Fifteen Men Out of Prison HsC
Little Roll of $704
Them.
Caused by Disease of Us Kidneys
Olympla, Wash. Instead of the
The close connection between the
usual prison gift of $6 each, IS inmates of the state penitentiary at heart and the kidneys Is well known
Walla Walla took away with them a nowadays. When kidneys are diseased,
total of $704, earned In wages, when arterial tension Is Increased and the
heart functions are attacked. When
released recently.
pour forth waste.
The leading capitalist of the crowd tbe kidneys no longer
occurs and the percarried $92.70, the next $5.10, six hsd uremlo poisoning
cause Is often given
cash varying from $60 to $80 each, son dies, and the or dlseasa of brain
disease,
and the lowest, $16.80, all earned at as heart
or lungs.
the rate of 50 cents a day and board
It Is a tood Insurance against such
on public road work In Douglas
a risk to send 10 cents for a large
county.
trial package of "Anurlc" the latest
Another detschmert. of 30 men has discovery of Dr. Pierce. When you
been ordered from the prison to the suffer from backache, frequent or
honor camp, which wllv close on comscanty urine, rheumatlo pains here or
pletion of work In that section of tbe there, or that constant tired, worn out
stste July I. Twenty prisoners have feeling, get "Anurlc" at the druggist
been selected to be sent April 1 to It's 37 times more potent than llthla,
dissolves urlo add as hot water does
the Meskill quarry in Lewis county.
Sugar.

table.

At All Good
Grocers

Save the signature of
Paul F. Skinner
on each package and obtain

set of Oneida Community

Par Plate Silverware

Soldiers.
Little Girl Found In Firing Line Plays
Sleeps
In 8afety on Parapet
Peacefully Amid Bursting
Bombs.

London. The story of how a little
girl, found In the firing line, was adopt
ed by a British regiment has been
told by a soldier back from the front
to a traveler who relates his experi
ences in the Northampton Dally Echo.
'About eight months ago," be said,
"the company was trudging along for
the first line of trenches when one of
the men his name was Philip Impey
found the child in a ditch by the
roadside. No one could go back, and
the soldiers took the girl into the
tronch and made ber as comfortable
as possible. In a few days she had recovered from the 111 effects of the wet
and exposure and was running up and
down the trench, the pet of all the officers and men.
One day a bomb nearly filled In part
of the trench. When the men had re
covered from the shock the sergeant
major aBked a man to go and see that
the child was safe. They bad left her
asleep in a snug corner, and there they
found her, still sleeping.
The German trenches were about
150 yards off. and tbe level, open space
between the two lines wasn t healthy,
No man who valued hla life would go
there unnecessarily, or recklessly put
bis bead above the parapet. One morning, to their horror, the men, through
the periscope, saw the child standing
above the trench on the German side.
Cries came from the enemy, but they
were not hostile. The sight of tbe girl,
little more than an Infant had touched
their sentimental side, and she bad
offers of chocolates and Invitations to
go and see them.
After that the girl went over the
parapet quite often. She waa as safe
In that danger cone as It she had been
behind the lines. No German would
barm her, and once she went close up
to their first line trench."
The eight days' trench duty ended.
the little daughter of the company was
takon back and was not allowed to get
She was
between the lines sgaln.
taken charge of by the company storekeeper, who had children of bis own
snd wss mightily proud of bis skill In
dressing and undressing the child and
his strictness about the morning bath.
All the men made a fuss of her, and
she of them. Tbe boys In kbskl are
her playmates and she goes up to
sny Tommy with a smile of complete

trust.

month after she was found the
men thought that sbs ought to have
a name. Philip Impey, who found her,
was now dead and they gave ber bis
sumsrae, with Phyllis as the nearest
approach to Philip. After she hsd been
six nonths with the company the ser
A

n

Tege-thof-

free.

Write us

for full particulars
no obligation and we will
send you also a beautiful
book of recipes all free.
Write today.

ROMPS IN THE TRENCHES
Wee Waif Is Adopted by British

ns.

A Handy Book containing 10 Cooking Lessons and 54 Tested Recipes will
be mailed you FREE If yen will send
your name and address to

d
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HIS HEART'S WISH

ble in Arabia. .

Tell Others How They Were FUNERAL WAITS FOR COFFIN
Carried Safely Through
She and Her Husband Selected WalChange of Life.
nut Lumber From Their Farm,
Dnrand, Wis.
am the mother of
fourteen children and I owe my life to
i in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Lydia E.Finkhame
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After Grip Then
Spring Fever?
This Is the time of year to look
out for trouble I We feel weak our
blocU seems hot no appetite. It's
time to clean house! This Is when
the blood Is clogged and we suffer
from what la commonly called a cold.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery purifies the blood and entirely
eradicates the poisons that breed and
feed disease. Pure blood Is essential
to good health. The weak,
debilitated condition which so many
people experience is commonly the effect of Impure blood. "Medical Discovery not only cleanses the blood of Impurities, but Increases the activity of
glands, and enriches
tbe
the body with pure, rich blood.
run-dow-

blood-makin- g

Await Vindicated
and Reinstated
of gratification
asource
was
It

Local and Personal

OF

WHEELS

WATER

SYRIA

Movt on 8lmpl Principle But Do tho
Work Required of Them Moet
Effectually.
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J. R. Doughtry of Roswell was
to the many friends of A. L.
Hama, in northern Syria, referred
Await, when the sews reached in town on business Monday,
to in the Old TeBtament as Hamalu
this county that he had been rebTw. Watson of Roswell was the Great, Ib Justly faraoue tor iti
'

instated in the office of County
Clerk of Curry County, a position to which he had been
elected at the hands of the
Since his announcement has been made for
we predict that the voters
will rally to his support and that
by an over
he will be
whelming majority, which he so
deservingly merits. The action
that has been brought against
him and prosecuted in the highest court in the State of New
Mexico, was more in the nature
of a prosecution for his refusal
to conform to the wishes of cer
politicians of
tain
county
than it was to see
this
respecting his office
law
the
that

p.

in town Monday,
R. H. Morrow Hide and Poul-

try Co. will pay sash for fat
Hens and Turkeys. Located at
McFarlin's Wagon yard.
For Rent: Two nicely furnish
ed rooms. Call at News office.
Wm. Stuber was a Clovis vis
itor from Texico Thursday.
SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
Morrow Hide and Poultry Co.
They bring the most ,money
green. Located at McFarlin's
t
Wagon Yard.
44-4-
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bugs water wheels. The city lies tome
110 miles northeast of Damascus on
the River Orontes, and upon its banks
are tour large water wheels used for
drawing water for irrigating purposes
and also for supplying the town.
These wheels are driven by the flow
of tho- - river on what is known as the
undershot principle; that Is to say,
the wheel is moved by water passing
beneath it
The largest has a diameter of 75
feet. Upon its outer rim is a series
of buckets which raise the water and
deposit it in the aqueduct at the top.
Uke its companlonr tbe wheel is built
of mahogany, with an axle of Iron.
Tbe creaking of the wheels is Inces
sant day and night, year in and year
out, for they never stop.
It Is interesting to note that wheels
built on this same principle are in
actual use in this country, in one of
the fertile valleys of California. Pop
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self-seekin-

You see
Stars in
HUE

joy smoke

is the real
tobacco for

cigarettes

Get a Fresh Start!

For men who got away to a false start on a pipe
cigarettes Prince Albert has a word
or home-mad- e
or two for what ails their smokeappetites !
Forget you ever tried to smoke, for Prince Albert is so

such a fine flavor, so cool and cheerful and
friendly, you'll get a new idea of smoke joy I The patented
process fixes that and curs out bite and parch I
And this little preachment is also for men who tttnk
they're on the right trade All to be said is that the sooner
you lay out a nickel or a dime for a supply of Prince
Albert, the sooner you'll nuiks a discovery that'll be
worth a lot to your peace or minu ana
Bay Prlncm Albert all aetr tongue
0
Topnyrmd
1hcioilimdworid
But fii'y rd fi.ia. 10c;
but:
pound and half'Oound tin Get the idea of smoking all you want
humidor
andtnat elaty
pound humidor without a comeback
t
that's P. A.!
top
with
different,

?

1

crylal-alat-

that hoop tho tobacco in
cacA fina ohapoalwayc I

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,
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One of the biggest real eatate
deals pulled oil in this vicinity
for some time, was consumated
this week when J. A. Latta sold
his 800 acre farm a short distance northeast of Clovis to a
gentleman from Hollis, Okla.,
the consideration beinc $16,000,
or $20.00 an acre. This is one
of the best improved farms in
the county and is considered by
experts to be well worth the
price for which it exchanged
hands.
A number of small land deals
have been reported during the
past week, all of which go to
show that Curry county lands
are being eagerly sought after.
With a good crop this year, as
we have every reason to believe
we will have, the indications are
good for an active realty market
this summer and fall.
Ben Gates Bold his section,
five miles southeast of Clovis, to
W. E. Spade, a Santa Fe engineer. The consideration was
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The second puasled a little, then
he wrote his. The third followed even
more slowly. But the fourth wrote as
If Inspired, and the whole verse read:
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The United Confederate Veterans
-- WILL MEET

An exceptionally good rate has been published for thia
reunion. Tickets on sale May 12th. 13th and 14th. Will
you meet with the Veterans this year? Phone 15(5.

L. R. CONARTY. Agt.

Clovis Time Card
No. 22

ASTiBOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

No. 114

(Kansas City Express)

No. 21

(The Missionary)

No. 117

(From Kansas City)

tli raptaln of the sea.
lilm. Iierr lies he,
HnHalFiHnh. liallelu.
A.B.C.D.K.F.O.

Her
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NEW MEXICO

Arrive 7:35 A.
Leave 8:00 A.
Arrive 1:10 A.

M.
M.
M.

No. 937

Arrive 6:30

A. M.

Leave 8:10

A. M.

SOUTH BOUND
VIA. LUBBOCK
No. 921
No. 933

CUT-OF-

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

F

Arrive 7:15 A.
Leave 7:35 A.

M.
M.

BREAD

'i

Often buttered, never bettered.
We would make it better but we

can't We could make it cheaper but we won't. How's a table
-

nicely spread, without a loaf of
A. C. Pappe bread.
Made clean, baked clean, sold clean. Wrapped at the
ovens. Comes to you clean. Reduces the meat bill.

in making proof, let me

CLOVIS,

..

(Pecos Valley Express)

If you expect difficulty
help yoa. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Light years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

.

(From Pecos Valley)

Curren

LAND LAWYER

M.
M.
M.

BOUND

No. 938

38-t-

Arthur

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:46 A.
Leave 3:10 P.

EST BOUND

$6,400.

Ramey
Evidently
doesn't consider that Clovis
property will depreciate in value
as a result of the recent prohibition election, as he has purchased two lots on North Main
Street and is improving his residence on the east side.
For Sale: A good Holdtein and
Jersy milk cow. Also an extra
Rood Jersy milk cow freeh in
milk. McBride and Shepard.
Phone 97 or 406 or call at
Studio. 2t
Cedar posts, as straight as a
f
gun barrel.
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.

IN- -

Birmingham, Alabama

time-servin-

Five acre tract. Has 4 room
house. 2 miles from nay store. Lfev
42tf.
Terms. -- A. J. Rodes.
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Walter L. Mansfield returnee
the first of the week from a trip
.Monthly.
ular Si
to eastern cities.
real eswas enforced.
It is true that Steward and Reagon, $16000.00
ANCIENT TEMPLE GAVE NAME
dealers,
a
made
tate
the winning of the case by Mr.
Ammonia Was First Manufactured In
Await and his restoration to deal this week.
the Vicinity of the Oasis of
incounty
this
will
involve
office
Jupiter Ammon.
to several thousand dollars adThe Llbvan oasis 01 Slwah is Identi
ditional expenditures that would
cal, with the ancient oasis of Jupiter
not have been the result had not
Amnion, where, near the famous temsought
ple or oracle, the "vehement odor" of
Pliny was first manufactured, by a
right
legal
him
of
his
to deprive
process too Inelegant for description
..5
to the office to which he had
here.
been elected by a flattering
Ammon. at first a pet' deity of the
Pharaoh family circle, ultimately
majority. It should be rememeclipsed all the other deities of Egypt,
bered by the citizenship of this
Libya and Ulniouia. becoming "King
county that this extra expendiof the gods." and his oracle in the
present caxls of Slwoh achieved such
ture of finances is not due to the
celebrity that Alexander tho Great
wishes of Mr. Await, nor can it
considered it necessary to Journey
be charged against his inefthither after the battle of Issus in orficiency as an able and efficient
der to be acknowledged the "son of
God. Amnion." The oracle fell into
clerk of the court. This is borne
disrepute under tbe Romans, and Pauout by the report of the travelV
&r
sanias reported it dumb A. D. 160. The
ruins of the temple are to be seen
ing auditor for the state in his
two miles east of the town of
report to Governor McDonald,
Rlwah. Tbe Senussl long dominated
after Mr. Await was installed
the oasis.
into office, which report shows
John Adams a Hard Loser.
that of all those who held public
John Adams, second president of
office in this county at that time
the United States, was not a good
that the county clerk was given
loser. He wanted another tern and
the cleanest bill of health of
worked bard for It. None of the candidates received a majority of tbe
them all. It is but fairtto state
electoral votes, and the election was
fight
re
for
Await'
Mr.
that
thrown into the bouse of representainstatement to the position to
tives. But Adams bad no choice
there, for be was third in the race,
which he had been elected by
only the two having the highest
and
his constituency was more to
number of electoral votes could be
vindicate the right of the people
voted for. Thus the choice lay beJefferson and Burr, and Jeffertween
for
thar.
to rule
son won. Adams wsb very much disIt should be remembered
gruntled, and did everything in bis
by the public that the charge
power to make things unpleasant for
his successor. He filled every vacant
has frequently been brought
office he could lay his hands on, so
against Mr. Await that he was
as to leave as little patronage as posousted from office by twelve
sible for Jefferson. Not. only so, but
In tbe closing hours of bis administraqualified jurymen and that that
tion he and his party associates crewithin itself is enough to convict
new Judgeships, for
ated
him of wrongdoing as county
which there was no necessity, and
worked till the stroke of midnight on
clerk, but the public should not
March 3d filling out and signing comMr
that
remember
to
fail
missions for these "midnight juilEO."
Awalt's case was never present
as they wen called.
ed to a grand jury ani that the
Horrors at Home.
charges were brought by the
"The football tournament between
- district attorney at the instigathe teams of Harvard and Yale, retion of politicians who apparentcently held In America, had terrible
ly care more for self and a de
results. It turned into an awful butchparticipants, seven
ery. Of twenty-twsire to rule the politics of this
were so severely Injured that they had
county than they do for the
to be carried from the field In a dying
people to govern themselves. It
condition. One player had his back
broken, another lost an eye, and a
Mr.
Await
prediction
that
ia our
third lost a leg. Both teams appeared
will secure the nomination for
upon the field with a crowd of ambuMany
County Clerk and that his eleclances, surKeons, and nurses.
ladles fnlnted at the awful cries or the
tion will be an absolute certainty.
Injured players. The indignation of
The people of Curry County are
the spectators was powerful, but they
were so terrorized that they were
due him this as a remuneration
afraid to leave tho Hold."
for the fight that he has made
One wonders whether the Mnncben-ein the interest of clean politics
Nachrlchten. w hich priiited the foreand efficient administration of
going In Its columns in the year 'S93,
would have bail room for it last lull.
the affairs of this county, for it
New York Tribune.
truthfully
in
said
that
be
can
making this fight to be reinstat
The Scratched Bishop.
d he has fought to litigate the
Talkiig of printers' blunders,
Frnrlilinin, lnloly Jllshop n1 Nnrth
rights of each and every voter
in hii wnmlsroncos.
Quci'iihIu! d.
to have the will that he expresses
"A lllnhop'8 IMnnsnunre," tlm follow-Iiiby
respected
box
ballot
at the
story:
politicians who
the
"At owe time In Qneeitiliitid there
wns a rii'Tlinrse rallej Hl I.or.lslilp.
would use politics for the purTwo IcWrtinis, one routine to no and
pose of polluting the minds of
anotlinr to the cniulni""'l. fullowed
the public while they themselves
oaoli ;ithr nil'unit wait i;i the
l.ir'al ,mpor
To t!ie lirst
or
fatten on the spoils of others
or my
the agglomerate r.ara
whose ruin they bring about.
ernnh red i no follows: 'Bishop rYodsAwait can and will be elected.
ban Is ihwr. with ar. attack of fever
II is lurdship Is scrotched
In ralrns.
Let the voters of Curry County
events. '
for
all
overwhelming
show him by an
majority that they appreciate
Couplet Easily Completed.
the fight he has made in their
When a popular sea captain had
died four leading men of the hamlet
behalf and as far as possible,
were selected to write an epitaph,
show that they appreciate an
and K was decided that each should
.
honest and efficient officer.
write a line. The first wrote bis
self-seekin- g
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Clovis Bakery
A.

C PAPPE,

Proprietor

West Otero Street

"ilut why?" she aBked, In nRoniuvd
tones and pushlug back tbe straight

Pleasant Hill Notes.

wisps of hair.
"The reports haven't been confirmed, or you would have heard," be
said.
The girls helped her to become calm
and comfortable again, and though she
sat through the rehearsal she was unable to bring a note from her throat,
for the lump that seemed to be choking her.
"You'll let me walk home with you
tonight, please?" asked Trenton Knoi
gently.
Raymonde smiled a wan little amile,
and there was none of the usual
sparkle In her brown eyes. "It would
be so good of you I I have been foolish and weak to faint, but
"You have been overdoing It and
you look as If you hadn't taken time
to rest and eat." the big tenor said, as
he guided her from tbe church.
On the way home they stopped and
had a bite of Biipper In a quiet restau
rant near Raymonde'a studio, and
there, out of sheer weariness, she per
mitted her veil of reserve to drop before the man who had always been so
kind to her.
As they walked around the corner to
tbe studio buidllng she leaned on his
arm and he felt as If he could never
leave her atone again.
Tbe elevator boy handed her a message. She took It with trembling
hands. Gently but firmly Trenton took
it from her. He saw that It waa a
transatlantic cable. "When we get upstairs we'll open It," he said.
And It was ho, not Raymonde, who
tore It open and read the words:
"Jacques wounded, but safe at home.
Love." It wss unsigned, but Raymonde knew It was from her family,
and she knew, too, that they realised
that she might have received the paper with the awful mlBtaka printed

lrend

Planting; time is almost here.
Wheat is growing rapidly.
We are looking forward to a

bountiful harvest this year.
School is progressing nicely.
First eighth grade examination was held at the school house
the 7 and 8th.
P. H. basket ball team and
Debating Club went to Grady
Saturday, the 8th. They played
Grady a game of basket ball in
the afternoon and debated Jones- AYMONDE ROUSSEAU waa a
frail, pretty little French artist,
ville, a school eight miles southwho lived In a tiny studio In a
west of Grady, in the evening.
great building. She made hei
living by painting wonderful water
urady intends to come here in
eolor dance orders, dinner cards, holithe near future to play a game
day greetings and fanciful conceits for
of
basket ball and debate.
social entertainments of all sorts. Also,
she added to her income by singing In
Mrs. Wilson Davis' father,
.'the choir of a big church.
Mr. Taige, was buried at the
Until the European war bad broken
Pleasant Hill cemetery, the 9th
nut Raymonde's brother, Jacques, had
lived with her, but when his country
Everyone seems to be buying
entered the conflict be waa called to
buggy lately.
new
a
Join his colors. Raymonds cried for
day after her brother sailed for
Noah Whiten er made his reguFrance, but she knew she would have
lar journey to the Hills Sunday.
been ashamed of Jacques had be been
unwilling to go.
Earnest Englant a boy about
The approach of Easter brought
fifteen years of age, who lives
much work to Raymonde, and tbe
in Texas, felljfrom a wind mill
lights In her studio burned luto every
night as she sat over her ilettk making
and was seriously injured.
water colors. She looked very much
T. C. Gallagher spent Sunday
like
French print herself In the
quaint costumes she always designed
with Walter Timmons.
for her own wear. Her straight, black
Several of the boys of this
community visited Glenn Snod- derly of Texas.
In It
Rev. 0. H. Hullinger pastor
"I I felt as If I could not open It."
she said to Trenton as she sank into Lof the Pleasant Hill Baptist
studio chair by the small
l
Are
preached Sunday mornshe always kept burning. "You are church
ing and evening.
so good to me."
"Good? Good?" he Bald. And then
I should worry. Little Cricket,
after a minute In which be seemed to
this is Leap Year.
when
bo pondering his subject, "Raymonde,
won't you let me take care of you?
Wide Awake.
I

"SAFETY FIRST"

Do You Read Our
Advertisements ?

I"

R

We are going to use this space regu-

lar each week to convey a message to
you. Read them, you may find something
that will be of interest to you, and it may
do us both some good. We want your
banking business; we want to show you

how nice we can treat you' We want to
help you make money and improve your
business, your farm, your home, and
ly
improve the town and community. You are welcome in our bank we
want to know you. Come in and take a
look at our equipment.
Our Specialty, Cattle Loans.
inci-dental-

hard-coa-

III!
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Eaitar Brought

see tonight how much you need some
one, and I love you? I have loved
you for long, but you never let mo tell
you so till now."
Tears streamed down tbe little
French girl a pale cheeks. The night's
gamut of emotions had been too much
for her overwrought nerves. "I've felt
so so different from you all," she man
aged to say. "So so alone!"
Trenton leaned over her. "Don't
say alone again, Raymonde If It you
love me. '
"Oh." she breathed, "I do I do."
"And you'll marry me after Easter
and wo'll have tbe whole blessed cbolr

Much Work.

Blacktower Budget.
Farmers are beginning to cultivate their farm and expect a
fine crop this year,
J. T. Chandler and son.l who
bought the SR. H. Crook farm,
came in Monday and are going
to farming.
The? good rain Is makingall
the farmers look glad and wear
ing a smile that want come off,
The sale"at R. H. Crook's the
18th was! quite a success and
everything seld well that he sold
but still he has cattle left to
stock a very good farm.
Mr.!'andIMrs. R. H. Crook are
contemplatinglmoving, to. Clovis
to make their future home. Our
community regrets to lose such
good people and we are sure that
Clovis is gaining some good
citizens.
Blacktower is still on gaining
ground as new comers are still
coming and something happen
ing for good.

Hps madp hnr a conspicuous boaut
liny whore. All.rt to this, hor unique
taste In dross mado her more than at
tractive.
Perilling It wag her continental man
nnr. perhaps merely hnr natural 'inn
ilcnre, that made her difficult of ap
proach. Hut dim was admired by rr
nryone who camo In contact with her
and In the choir where she saiiR slit
had many friend!) even though she did
not perhaps realize it.
Choir rehearsals for Earner nmaU
inane nor auonuance necessary, ana
Bho found herself hurrying from hnr
Htudlo to the thurch without taklni
proper time to eat nourishing meals
Raymonde was very conscientious and
lihe did not want to neglect either hei
painting or bur choir work
It was the week before Palm Sun
tiny and Easter day that found the
Httle French girl nearly exhausted. A
boat had arrived bringing her letter
and papers from her home in the suburbs of Paris.
She picked up her
There is considerable uneasi
mall and went to church for a rehear
Tor It Opsn and Read the Words.
sal without so oiw h as getting a bite
ness felt arouud town over the
or dinner. She feared being lata and oer "
our studio to wish us Joy disappearance of Rev.
Emmet
eoairplcuoiis in enterlug the cnolrter w coms
from the Little
I Church
stalls.
Arouud tbe Corner, won't we, McBride the newly chosen pastor
Iswtead of being late. Raymond Jear"
of the Presbyterian church of
Aml Raymonde nodded even, while
found herself there before any of the
this city who went to Roswell
outers, and she was glad of a few oulet
Bonued.
ast Friday, leaving a note stat
'
Mrciur
moments in which to read fcer mail. ,cwr,
r
dlcate.)
She looked at her home loiters, and
ing that he would return in time
then opened up a newspaper from the
to conduct seryices Sunday, and
suburb. In which she lived. Her face
who has not been seen here
suddenly became as Bet as the face of
an ivory Image she had seen her BEST TONSORIAL WORK since.
Mr. McBride
brother's name among the list of sol
registered
Eat the Gilkeson Hotel
AT
THdiers who had foiled to return with
in Roswell, Saturday and Suntheir regiments.
"Jacques! Jacques!" she breathed,
day, and from reports made by
lust as a merry .group of choristers
Crane & Williams, Props.
the Hotel employees he stayed
came upon her iu the dimly lighted
there
until Monday morning,
church.
Oldest established shop in the
"Why It's little Miss Rousseau!"
and
then
left in an auto, sun- always
city
ready.
Baths
'

Clovis Barber Shop

"She's fainted!"

One of the girls bent over her and.
they laid her on the broad church
seat and administered restoratives,
man, who had taken more than a past

T's

ing--

Interest In the little French gtr!
ana anew something of her Ufa. picked
up the paper she had dropped from
iner hand.
"It s her brother he's among those
reported dead in battle. Poor little
girl!" Trenton Knox bad always felt
a sort of Indefinable sympathy for the
little soprano.
Raymonde opened her eyea. "It It
can't be true can it?" she asked,
searching the faces of those about her,
pitifully.
Trenton Knox bent over her. "This
paper is two weeks old it should
never have reached you." he said,
kindly

1

mm
Miss Lorena Connolly
Teacher of Piano and Voice

posed to be bound for Artesia.
As far as can be learned no
a further trace of him is to
be

found. The note explaining his
absence was not found until this
week, and when he did not ap
(Omduau In Piano and Harmony
pear Sunday, for services, memof Mo. Connrvatary, 81 Loul.
Voir
ludent of K. A.
bers of the church board wired
Art BMs.8tLoala. Pupil
points in Colorado where he
tatujht from primary court U
Artiit'a desrve. )
9 might have gone, but were unSpecial Course for Music
able to learn anything of his
Teachers. Latest Methods
whereabouts.
Pecos Valley
Used. Music furnished for
News.
all occasions.
McBride was in Clovis but
Residence 108 S. Calhoun.
made no mention of his reason
mmmmmmummmmmm for leaving.
Taiwts-Muilca-

X
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Jk.

S. A. JONES, Cashier.
Notice

Young Cows For Sale

;

Col-dre-

Some good young Jersey cows
with first calf. This stuff is well
bred and the making of good
cows. Also some good brood
sows, to farrow soon.
Priee
right. Call at the Creamery or
at farm 3 miles east of Clovis,
W. H. Pattison.

One

For Sale Cheap
half blk six lots.

Oklahoma.

it

dlery, See
S.

Clovis,

J. BOYK1N,
New Mexico.
Ifldpd.

Five acre tract. Has
house. 2 ' miles from my store.
Terms. A. J. Rodes.
42tf.
Cedar posts, as straight as a
gun barrel.
38-- tf
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.

FOOTWEAR

JUST ARRIVED:
A COMPLETE LINE OF MIN'S

FLORSHEIM OXFORDS
Also complete line of Ladies, and Children's

SLIPPERS
WATCH

De-

sirable location, two blks from
new school house west lawn,
addition. Apply to C W. Forbes
Corner Connelly street and Vigil
Avenue or C. F. Edom, Enid,

For Sale
For S.D. Myers Saddles,
Sweetwater, Texas Sad-

SPRING

Nriipr

was

a

Citizens Bank of Glovis

High School building to be
Bailey
built near Muleshoe,
County, Texas.
Plans and
specifications with all details
can be examined at the Black
Water Valley State Bank at
Muleshoe after April 24. Responsible builders invited to
make bids for the erection of
this building. Right reserved
to reject any and all bids. For
particulars address Paul A.
Muleshoe, Texas.
(signed) Steven A. Coldren,
Mrs. W. I. McConnell
just
Kansas City, Mo.
received a telegram that her
43
3t
youngest daughter, who lives in
Bingham, Ala,, was dead. We
extend our greatest sympathy to
the grief stricken parent.

hair and hnr Ivory skin and scarlet

II

Ada,

OUR SHOW WINDOW

!

l

A. WIEDMANN
Shoe Store and Renair Shon

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company

Publishers.
J. H. Shepard, Political Editor.
Entered at the post office at
as second class
natter under the act of March
I. 1879.
Clovis, N. M.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year

$1.00
60c

flli Months

Democratic in Politics

H. M. Pyle for Assessor
Elsewhere in this issue appears the name of H. M. Pyle,
of Grady, for the office of tax
assessor of Curry County. Mr,
Pyle was a candidate for the
same office last election and was
second in the race. He has been
living in Curry County for 9
years and is well and favorably
known in every section of the
county. He has been employed
as teacher for several years.
Last year he turned out more
8th grade graduates than any
other rural school in the county.
One of the pupils winning the
place of salutatorian at the
Grand Rally of the 8 th grade
I

pupils

OBSERVANCE OF

at Clovis.

For Tax Assessor

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The News is authorized to
announce
the name of R. B.
For Senator
(Uncle Dick) Alderson for As
We are authorized to announce
sessor of Curry County, 'subject
the name of L. C. Mersfelder as
to the action of the Democratic
a candidate for the State Senate,
Primaries.
from Curry county, subject to
the action of the Democratic
The News is authorized to anpartv.
nounce the candidacy of H. M.
Pyle, of Grady, for the office of
For Treasurer
Tax Assessor, subject to the
We are authorized to annouce action of the democratic prithe name of R. E. Brown as a maries.
candidate for the office of Treasurer of Curry county, subject to Superintendent of Schools
the wishes of the Democratic
The News is authorized to an
party.
nounce my candidacy for the
office of County Superintendent
The News is authorized to of Schools, subject to the action
announce the candidacy of J. of the Democratic primaries,
Simpson Morgan for the office June 7, 1916.
of Treasurer of Curry County
J. M. Bickley.
subject to the wishes of the
Democratic party.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
.'

Prof. Pyle is running on his
own merits and not on the de
EASTER SUNDAY merits of any of his opponents.
He is fully qualified for the of
fice he is now seeking and
observance of EaBter Sim promises if elected to discharge
dates ba k to the founding the duties of the office to
Roosevelt County Candidates
the
tlie early Christian church,
For County Clerk.
News
extent.
fullest
The
asks
resurin commemoration of the
We are authorized to announce
rection of Jeans. It la generally be- careful consideration of his fitlieved by nil Christians that Jesus was ness to fill the office sought on the name of W. C. Zerwer as a Superintendent of Schools.
crucified on Friday and buried. The
I hereby announce as a can
candidate for County Clerk, sub
following Sunday certain women of the part of the voters before
ject
to
demo
didate
of
action
the
for Superintendent
the
of
Jtirten went to the tomb early In the their choice for tax assessor.
Schools of Roosevelt County,
cratic party.
morniiiK to anoint his body.
Saturday was the Sabbath day of the
subject to the action of the
Observations
Jews. That accounts for the delayed
Democratic primaries.
We
to
so
authorized
an
are
was
burled
visit to the tomb. Jesus
(By Observer)
late Friday the women did not have
MissSallieG. Bryant.
nounce the candidacy of A. L.
The world's Master Teacher
time to anoint his body. As won as
County
Clerk,
Await
sub
for
Sheriff.
day dawned that Sunday morning tbe nearly two thousand years ago
ject to the action of the Demo
women went to tbe tomb, and, accordYou are authorized to an
to
said:
hath
hear
"He
ears
that
ing to sacred accounts, found Christ
cratic primaries.
nounce my candidacy for the
let him hear." That is what
tad gone.
office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
The stone which sealed the mouth of ears were given us for. True
the tomb was rolled away. At first
County subject to the action of
are beautiful, that is beauti-ear- s
For Sheriff.
they were filled with grief, believing ears
the Democratic primaries.
mug
An
are.
an
reearless
is
they
bis body wns stolen. Then
The News is authorized to anEd B. Hawkins.
membered the words of their Master, ugly mug. Ears, we must have
nounce the name of S. D. Dean
that he would rise from the tomb the to complete
our artistic makeup. as a candidate for Sheriff of
Commissioner.
third iluy. Ills reappearance and
that, all could conquer the But our ear9 were not hug on Curry county,
You
are hereby authorized to
subject to the
grave wns Iho
of great rejoicing. each side of our head for mere
announce
my candidacy for
action
party.
of
the democratic
From the time of the flight of the
They were given
ornaments.
the effice of County Commis
children of Israel from Kgypt, the
Jews had obtcrved the Passover to for a higher and more useful
sioner of Roosevelt County for
We are authorized to announce precinct
commemorate the night when the
purpoae, viz, to hear with.
No. 1. subject to the
of
of dentil parsed over the houses
He who hears the right things the name of D. L. Moye as a action of the Democratic pri
the Hebrews and slew the first born
to the
The and hears these right things condidate for
In the houses of the Egyptians.
maries.
feast of the 1'iiisovcr was being ob- aright will Eoon become a close office of Sheriff of Curry county
Dr, John S. Pierce.
served by the citizens of Jerusalem nt eecond to Solomon in
the matter subject to the wishes of the
the time of the cruclllxlon. The folRepresentative.
Democratic party,
lowers of Christ continued to observe of wisdom.
You
are
authorized to an
obPassover,
of
but
the feast
the
the
Somehow, speaking of "ears"
servance tooU on a now meaning.
my
nounce
candidacy for the
All
reminds me of "eyes."
I hereby announce myself as a office
The exact time of the feast was not
Representative of
of
Big,
eyes
sorts
world.
of
the
in
settled until the council or Nice, called
candidate for the nomination of Roosevelt County, subject
to
by Emperor Consiantine of Home In little, squint, cross and straight
the democratic party for the
It was then decided that
the year
evey. Blue, gray, black, brown, office of Sheriff of Curry county, the action of the Democratic
the feast should be observed the first
I have heard of jealous subject to the action of the demo- primaries.
Sunday niter the first full moon after eyes.
Coe Howard.
The only great eyes and green eyes, but regardthe spring eipilnox.
cratic party at the coming priastronomical observatory in the world less of the kind of eyes you have
Respectfully,
maries.
Kt that time was at Alexandria. Egypt.
For County Clerk
It twin left to the astronomers there to they were given you to see with.
Fred Fahsholtz.
hereby
I
announce my candidetermine when Knster should come. If you do not see the right things
dacy for the office of County
The early Christians did not know and see these right things aright
the feast by the name of Kuster. The
For Commissioner
Clerk of Roosevelt County, subname is of Saxon origin and came your eyes are not performing
from the feast of thn paschal lumb of their rightful function.
We are authorized to announce ject t o the action of the Demothe early Christian church with the
"He that hath ears to hear, let the name of B. L. Hawk, of cratic primaries.
feast of the coming of spring of the
Seth Morrison.
him hear." Also, He that hath Grady, N. M. as candidate for
Saxons.
Ostara. the goddess of spring of the eyes to see, let him see. Wis- Commissioner of Curry County
M. E. Weis, of the Havener
Saxons, wns worshiped in England and dom, success and bully good subject to the wishes of the
fiermany before the first missionaries
community, was in the city
party.
yours,
Democratic
your
your
use
times
if
are
to the north of Europe brought the
Saturday.
stnrv of f'hrlit. The Saxons, in
ears and eyes aright.
i
Christianity, continued to
to
We
authorized
announce
are
It was my good pleasure rerve their old feasts .lust as the Jewof Gus M. Bryan as u
Notice for Publication
ish Christians continued to observe cently to motor to the northwest the name
be '. mi of Mie Passover.
The
part of this county and some candidate for Commissioner of
persuaded the Saxons to acof Iho Interior, U. S. Land office
in Quay Curry county, subject to the at Department
cept the feast of the paschal lamb and fifteen miles over
Fort Sumner. N. M.. April. 6th. ll'IO.
party.
Democratic
wishas
of
the
my
my
county.
hereby
I
used
given that Rachel M. Watson
ears
is
and
Notice
simply change the mime to that of the
IV10, mails
of Clovis. N. M.. ho on April.
(feast of Ostara. which later was
eyes. I heard, I saw. I heard
Homestead Entry. No. (I7'J2I. for W
Section
to Easter.
to
We
announce
authorized
are
only praise for this country, I
14. Town.hip
North. Rang ill East, N. M. P.
The Easter egg also had its origin
the name of Dr. J. D. Lynch for Meridian, haa filed notice of intenlioi to make
among
The people of saw, it appears to me. the greatllnul live year I'roof. to establish claim to the
northern Europe hunted eggs in the est country the sun shines upon. the office of Commissioner of land ubtive described, before W. J. Curren,
priugtlme, believing that It was good A country with potential possi- Curry Cnunty, subject to the U. 8. Commissioner in ,'ils office at Clovis. N. M.
the aiih day of May. 1016.
luck to find them and eat them. Of
action of the Democratic Pri- onCluimnnt
namea aa wltriossee:
course wild birds laid eggs only in the bilities undreamed of. ContentPetrie1- (I'lnlla. John Fl ynn. John. M. Varner
spring of the year. The Christian ment was written broadly upon maries.
Wcls all of Havener. N. M.
and ttbtel
missionaries to our ancestors saw an every face. Prosperity stalked
A. J. Evans. Register.
opportunity to win men to a belief In
The News is authorized to an Apr. ..ay
abroad upon every ranch and nounce the
Christianity by adopting the
name of J. W. Man
Notice For Publication
day and combining it with Easter. farm. Happiness and satisfacning, of Hollene, for the office
07MS
The egg was shown to typify life. As tion were playing
the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
the chick lies imprisoned In the egg
of Commissioner of Curry county Department of N.
M. March. 27. It'll.
Sumner.
Fort
at
only to burst forth, so will our bodies with each other in every home.
subject the action of the Demohereby given that Mary E. Wntaon.
Notice
lie in the tomb only to be resurrected
1'JIO, made
P. S. This "dope" will be cratic party.
of Havener, N. M who. on January
at the call of God.
entry aerlnl no. 07615 for north
Homestead
keep
I
week
continued
next
if
The hunting and eating of eggs Is
went quarter, section 17 towniibip 8 north, range
E, Ni'W Muxico I' meridian haa filed
observed today in Persia und in other my health and a typewriter.
For Representative
tice of Intentiun to make finnl five yuar
Asiatic lands where there is no Chris- Come to New Mexico.
tianity, showing that the custom dues
The News is hereby authorized prnrif ut establishW.rlnim to the II.Innd above
before
8.
J. Curren.
not come with Christianity.
(o announce the candidacy of
at his otTice In Clovis. N. M. on
Miiy.
day
iM:h
UHfl.
of
the
Milton Reece for the office of
Oniinnnt natns
Farm Brings $5,000.00
Statfc Representative, subject to
I'r. i l:uh. Jon S. Fui'or. Frank L. Gnmdon
the action of the Den crutic ami Mde Weathers all of Havener, N. M.
Paris J. Craft who for the past
A. J. Evans.
M. V. White, Prop.
Party of Curry County.
7 years has bet'n farming 3.0
,p,r.
M.i.
acres of land located 8 miles All that the name signifies
Notice for Publication
southwest of CIovi3 sold Tuesday
Sanitary in every respect.
For Tax Assessor
Nun Coal
for a consideration approximateour
list of
Baths. Join
Oilier
!. imrtrm nt of the Interior, U. 8.
The
is
anNews
authorized
to
ly $,"i0()0 DO. This includes imat Fort Suim.rr. Near Mexico, March .llth r.Hff
customers.
nounce the name of Ambrose Notice hereby (riven that William G. Iluhn,
provements and livestock on
of TYtcn. N M.. whom Mnrch l!7th l'.ilS. made
Ivy as a candidate for
F.ntry, No. Mortal, for Northwest
both tracts of land. Mr. Craft
to the office of.Tax Assessur of quarter Section and on Auirutt 18. I'.tn made
expects to remain in this country
Curry county, subject to the Addlional Homestead entry No. OliHUH for the
Township 4 north.
and purchase land in the wheat
quarter. Section
action of the Democratic party. northeast
N, M. P. Meridian,
Ranitv
i Aled notice
district north of town.
make final three yur I'roof. to

THE

The
First National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Depository for U.S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

OFFICERS

Lawn Hose,
Lawn mowers.

Sprinklers

and

v.

angll-'clze-

.

peek-a-bo-

-

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
O. '

Opposite P.

Office

Phone'8!).
NEW MEX.

CLOVIS.

Stanley J. Clark
LAWYER
Clovis.

N. Mr:x.

D. D.

Swear ingin

of the Arm of Dra. Presley A Hweartnein
of Koawcll

will be in Clovis on 15th, lGth,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat and Fitting Glasses

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

34

no-

Comml-sion-

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

Office in Jackson Bidtf.
Opposite PostoHice
Office Phone 231 -R- esidence 269

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
Clovis,

New Mexico

.

13

regu-regul- ar

In

Hotm-Mca-

Plumbing
Work,..

For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,

phoir 407

V. J. HIVELY
fiute

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

fr Publication

i

Apr. 'JI Miil

Physician and Surgeon

Notice for Publication.
Nun cml land
Deimrtriiient of the Interior, tl. S. land office at
Fort Sumner, N M March. Ilih. IHIfi.
Notice la herehy
given
that Elbert W.
Riitern
of Tesico,
New Mexico, who on
AuKuat. 11 lh Hill, made
Home lead Knlry
No. mm for SW
See. 9. and on Junel.tr,.
made additional Homestead Knlry Nt.
OWCTfi for MR
sec. 8. township 4 N. R 87 E.
N. M. I'. M. haa filed notice of Intentlonto make
final three-yea- r
linmf to establish claim U the
land above described before William J. Curren.
II. S. Commissioner, at his otnee in Clovia, N. H..
on thetilh day of May. 191 H.
Claimant namea as Unease:
Joseph A. Smith, Nathan I,. Tharp, Frank O.
Avery and Tip Isham. all of Tcxico. N. M.
A. J. Kvans. Register,

mi

M17--

21

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
iriven to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
10,'!
North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico
Clovis,

Office

2

wllnes-.es-

7

Let us

Notice

art'ocnt of the Inicnnr. I '. S. Land Otli
nt I'ort Sumner. New Mexico. Aftil l'.lh I .!..
Notice is hereliy iriven 'li.it J. .hi. W. Ilnrmtnl.
of M:veii, i. N M.. wli.i on .lime".
l.i. mnde
IIo!ii, ioi,i
N... 1'IHTJlt. for North Inlf, action I.
To,nlii. :l N. Kniifc ::i R. N M l Morulim .
Im tiled in i." n
n
n o m , " i i it t e
year Proof, to i ntnlilili ,1 ii'n to 'he land alivc
before W. J Turreti. II. S. ('.immia-xinne- r.
at hisollire. nt Clovis. New Mexico, on
theilith day of Mny, Mti..
t'liioiiint mime hh witncHHes:
V.
Miuslia I I'littnan ami William II Itnrnnnl.
Imth of fl.e h. N. M un.l J. K. Ohr and J.;hri
S. Johnson hith of llitveiier, V. M.
A. J. KVANS. Il.vi.ter.
!

o

13

'

Ill Ml
riirtrncrit nf tliu Interior. I'. S. Land Omct
at
N. M. April. Ttli. Ij,i.
Notiee in hen by Kiven that He rfha I. Franllii.
i.f Clm ,s, N. M.. who. on .lone li. th. IMllmnil
H'lUicHtcm!
Klitrv. No. Ml ;rJl for Southwell
t
Sivti.,n ;. Town-hi- p
fl N., Itatmc X K... N. M. P.
Mt rul'itii. Ins filed nutlce of intention to make
Final I've Year I'm f, to est iMIr-claim to. the
l.wi'l uliove ili.Hcritied. before W J. Turren. U.S.
t'oitiini-oionerin hi oftice a' Onviii, N. M.. on
tli. llth iluy of June. I'll-.- .
t'l.itimnl namea as Witnesses:
Smith .on. S. M.nliil Stewart. Itllcy
John
TuiiiM '. mid K:itSt, ..art. nil of (Uutly, N. M
K. IV I) tMiltoo, K.rl.to-- .
zn
Apr.

Will practice in all the courts.

IK

Im

Electric light globes and

lo

II,

:.

14-

Am-aril-

Notice for Publication.

4

-

lawyer of
on business

B. F. Cone a

was in town
Wednesday.

nil-g-

ob-s-

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. B. GREGG. A. Cashier.

S. J. B0YKIN, President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

on your work

U

H,

.17

The News is authorized to
announce the candidacy ot W.
W. Mitchell
for Assessor of
Curry County, subject to the
wishes of the Democratic party.

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

16.

Clovis, N.M,

Claimant names as witnesses.:
Tip
Rllveit W. Rigors. Frank tl. Avery.
all of Tcx.co, N. M
Mmm and J,,lm M.
Apr.
,
A. J. EVANS

Non coal land.

Department of Ihe interior. U. P. J.and Office
it Fort Sninnei,
N. M
March, llth. I31.
Notice is hereby kiv. n that Frank i:
nfTexleo, N. M.. llnul.. No.
who. an Sent.

7lh. ti'., innile Homiftcad
Knlry. No. OIKKS.
for SW 14. Seciion
d S10
Section 6.
Township 4 N. Range :I7 K. N M. P. has filed
nnlici of intention to make Final threno-yea- r
i,r""f.
t il'H"li claim lo the laid above do- scribed, before W. .1. I i'irren. II. .. tVinimiaaion-eri- n
MiOlticcni i:io.'i.t, N. M.. on the 2!ilh day
of April, I'.lli;.
t'lainianl nnmiM as v.
Tip Ixliitin. William II. Mnltu..
vxtini.
Kndgera and tieorge II, Hnhn. all ofTexicfl

itur.,:

N.

M
M

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

E. M. Chapman
DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phone 5.
New Mexico.
Clovis,

17. A

21

A. J. Kvans, Register.

Notice for Publication.
I

ha--

of Intention to
establish clntm to the land above dcacribud, before W. J. Curren, United States Commissioner,
at Clovis. New Mexico, on the 20th day of
Muv lfH.

Notice For Publication.

epartment nf the Interior.

U ft

land office

at

Ft Sumner. N. M.. March IMh. IKIR.
Notice is hereby given that Kllaabeth Caaakly
!,.
of Michael Wuis, defeated, of Havener
N. M. who on October III. Jsnrii.
made Homestead
Entry.

No. 1(71 14 for SW
Sec. IS. T. 4 N. R. 3
E. N. M. P. M., haa filed notice
of Intention to
make final fivo vear proof, to establish claim to
the land alnve described
W.
Curren.
United States Commissioner
in his olHee at
Clovia. New Mexico on the 8th day of May
Claimant names aa wltneasea:
Math In. E. Wei,;. John M. Varner, Janathan
W. H.irn. of Havener, N, M.,
and Joe Hikers.
ol Clovi". N .M.

i.

11.

Mjr.U4-A.r.2-

l.

A.

.

EVANS.

Register.

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

.

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL

.

S.

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds.

Dining Service.

First Class

Clovis, N. M.

J. P. Denny. N.

If

Manager Clovis Cemetery

'7

14.

Phone

West Grand Avenue.

27.

No.

1244

Luke Morton,
Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fieh and Oysters in Season.

PORTALES.

-

FARWELL.

WALKER'S MARKET
J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

Robinson, Clerk.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits

Clovis Council Praetorians

PAID FOR HIDES

-

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
- - Prices.
Ca Phone 29.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.
E. H.

MELROSE.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.
C. C.

-

The Model Grocery

la-- v

HOUK BROS. Props.

KODAKS,

WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS,

Ji. j

Next door to McFarlin's

MARKET PRICE

Clovis Phone 392.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

Star Market
HIGHEST

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

G

Antlers Bldg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Meets at hjkb Home every Znd and 4th
Wednesday night
H. Duckworth, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

1V

W.

Phone 32.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
No. 3i

P

JTTiL m

k.

Undertaker & Embalmer
Night Phone

A.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

Lftrls$!

G. V. STEED
Phone 88. Day

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

Prices Very Reasonable.

West Grand Ave.

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

$

No. 770.

and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Re
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

ryh

rAe

Telephone 58.

Store

W. II. DIXKHOHTll. Owner.
Wedeli ver by Parcel Post, anything: ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.
1

w u h m u u h h vmm
h4

Davidson's Transfer and Storage

It Always Helps

All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited.
STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.'
Phones 85 and 152.
P. 0. Box 514.
Clovis, New Mexico.

says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., In
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's

"Before 1 began to use
tonic. She says further:
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and naw, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
1 wish every suffering woman would give

GOT me flowers to strew thy way,
I

got me boughs

But thou

wast

tfcugh
A

many a tree;

up by break of day,

And brought'st
Yet

of

"

thy aweets along with thee.

my flowers be lost, they

tay

heart can never come too late;

Teach it to sing thy praise this day,
And then this day my life shall date.

Author Unknown.

The Woman's Tonic
a trial. I still use Cardui when I feci a little bad,
and It always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired, worn-out

ly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic. You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.

202
Property Transfers

Bales Transferred

For Past Week
DEEDS
to
Pattison
Forrest

W.

Mrs. M. J. DeWitt to W. F.
Doty. $1.00 -- SE
J. H. PottorfT to C. M. Baker,
$00.00-I- nt.
NW
O E. Deayault to S. A. Hast
ings. $700 00-- SE
9 3 31.
2.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day
msMTmm-jm-disx-

I '1m

no

211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

:.

UP-TO-DA-

PLUMBING!

TE

plumber from
We have with us a firsl-clas- s
All work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
WE SKILL

rllK LEADINli MANUKArTI'KKKM

tllHIDS:

N. O. Nelson Co.,
Cahillllron Wks.,
Kahler Co.
SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Hollon, Prop.

lMM9tlMHIHH

Carlsbad

J. N. Bales, who has been
chief
clerk at the local freight
Bender

S1.00-- SE

HuuuiTuuaiis

to

S. L. Chambers to Jno.
Ben!?, $1000.00 NE 1 3 35.

C.

office, went down to Carlsbad today with his family to take singular work with the railway company at that place. Mr. Bales
thinks the transfer is only a
temporary arrangement in order
to accommodate the force at the
City Beautiful, and that he will
be able to return to this city
within the next sixty days. --

John T. Shipley to M. F. Han
Roswell News.
21, NE 2" 2
cock, S1870.00-N- E

IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITUTION are extended to everyone.

Come In
We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODA'IES"

33 arid NW

Alex Shipley to M. F. Man-coc20
$500. 00-- W
G.
to
M.
T. Wilson.
Wallace
H.
$1.00 -- Lota 7. 8. 9, 10. 11. 12.
Blk 3.
1st National Bank to L. M. I).
Curtis, $50.00 -- Lot 2 Blk 43 N.

D. W. Ford, of Ilollene. was
in Clovis Tuesday. Mr. Ford is
optimistic over the wheat prospects in his section and says
that people in the high priced

land district who are just getting
by, should come to Ilollene, New
Mexico and see how easy it is
Park.
B. J. Catt to Geo. L. Goodman for a man to make something
SE 20-- 36. for himself instead of for the
Mr. Ford is here
O. E. Hartman to J. W. Wil- other fellow.
stay.
to
07
9
8
Blk
Lots
and
kinson. $1.0Pleasant Hill.
The best in oil stoves. Let us
J. W. Wilkinson to O. E. Hart-mayou.
show
$1.00-L5 and fi. Blk
Hill.
2 Pleasant
1--

$1.00-SWn- dW

n.

4

The

Central Meat Market
Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats
xsnrs of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.

ots

R C. Clarkyon to Root L. Ri.se
.
SVV 10-$500 00 -- N
3--

i

$

Phone No

Next Door to PostcfTice.

f

Notice
All 'who are indebted

to the
Busby Gro. Co. will find an itemized account of same at the Lone
Star Wagon Yard. 300 W. Grand
Ave. These accounts are owned
by the J. M. Radford Gro. Co.
and were placen in my hands for
collection, and I therefore ask
all who owe these accounts to
please come in at once and make
settlement or satisfactory arrag- ments.
43 2t
J. W. Hunter.
For Sale: A good Holstein

e

NEW EASTER STYLES 3Q 1

in Ladies' and Children's Dresses, Waists and Middies,
and in fact everything in the new Spring Fashions !

corn a i iddtpcc
v urv i ininu
imllj uii iiirCDVTUiMr
jrirtLi
... Spe rial New Easter Pattern Hats ...

Prof. Wilson Davis, of Frio,
was in Clovis after supplies Saturday. When questioned by a
News reporter as to whether or
not he had sold his farm as reported, Mr. Davis replied, "It
was not a fact, and I want to
say here and now, that the News
can't run me out of the country
on reports, I am here te stay."

js JtJtJtJt

At Creamery, very best bulk
garden and field seeds. We
want your poultry and eggs.
Highest market price. Watch
our quotations See us' before
you sell.
2t

No.

ct:

Jljl

J J Jl Jl J

Jt Jt

's

want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

For a very little Jwe sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.
Is your health, your
your life, worth this
small investment?

hap-pine- st,

We

See us

S

The
City Drug Store

at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

The new store on South
Main St
Phone 162.

FAT HOGS
We will buy your fat
hogs at any time.
We

909.

have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovis and by this means
will be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We
intend paying the highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office
before selling.

In the District Court op
Curry County New Mexico

George P. Baxter and P. H
SammonB Plaintiffs, vs. E. E
Boone Luther A. Williams, Stel
la E. Williams and James K
Williams and all unknown claim
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co. ants of interests in the premises
adverse to the plaintiffs in the
above suit:
To the defendants, Luther A.
Williams,
James K, Williams,
Stella E. Williams and all Un
known Claimants of Interests in
the Premises Adverse to the
Plaintiffs, in the above suit:
You will take notice that
suit has been filed against you in
the District Court of the Fifth
Judicial District, Curry County,
New Mexico, in which George
P. Baxter and P. H. Sammons
are plaintiffs and E. E. Boone,
Luther A. Williams, Stella E.
Williams and Jame K. Williams
and all unknown claimants of
interests in the premises adverse to the plaintiffs, are de
fendants, and numbered 969 on
the docket of said court.
You are further notified that
the general objects of said suit
art as follows: to secure a de
cree of the court forever qniet
ingthe title to the Southeast
quarter of section 7 in Township 3 North Range 31 E. N.
M. P. M. in Curry County New
Mexico and to confirm the title
of plaintiffs in and to said land,
1
"...
iu'lll
m I. .Illll
III
and that the defendants be bar
red and forever estopped from
having or claiming any right or
title to the said land adverse to
Ambition is never satisfied with existing conditions; it continually strlvei
plaintiffs.
for the ideal.
You are further notified that
Enterprue cannot be content with the accomplishments of today; it must
if you fail to appear or plead in
needs accomplish bigger things on the morrow.
this cause on or before the 5th
day of June 1916, judgment
Enterprise is ambition In action. It is the force that came the ambitious
will be rendered against you in
toward the goal of their ideals.
said cause by default and the
Our Company is a company of ideals.
plaintiff will apply to the court
for the relief sought in the
We have ideals of construction standards, ideals of service efficiency and
ideals of our duty to the public.
complaint herein.
W. A. Havener is attorney
To the enterprise of our army of five thousand ambitious men and women,
e
for
the plaintiffs and his
with the ideals of their Company ever before them, is due the credit of buildand business address is
ing, maintaining and operating the comprehensive telephone system whioh
serves the people of the Mountain States.
Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have
It Is this enterprise that has connected 260,000 telephones together, from
messages
every day, and more thaa
hereunto set my hand and afwhich originate over a million exchange
six and a half million long distance messages every year.
fixed the seal of sa'd court and
affixed ithe seal of said court
this 24th day of March 1316.
W. C. Zerwer,
County Clerk.

nF

.

j

Money! Money!;

E

Notice of Suit

Garden and Field Seeds

Grouches produee ill temper and irritableness. and
these hasten you to your
grave.

and

milk. McBride and Shepard.
Phone 97 or 406 or call at
Studio. 2t

OSBORNE & WRIGHT orof
In company with Jack Prichet,
representative for J. I.
thresher machines, the
News man motored out into the
Hoilene district Sunday following: the precipitation during the
As prospects
last two weeks.
of a bumper wheat crop at this
season of the year, the farmers
of that locality are enthusiastic.

Aches are the father of
grouches.

Jersy milk cow. Also an extra
good Jersy milk cow fresh in

Just what you wanted. Everything for Easter.

local
Case

Iachesi

Doughton & Nichols
CALL AT

The CASH SHOE STORE
D. H. EYER

K. D. SHUMATE

EYER & SHUMATE
GENERAL CONCRETE

SIDEWALKS,

WORK

FLOORSFQUNDATIONS
STUCCO

Honest work and a Guarantee back of Every Job.
Let us furnish an estimate on your work

'

Phone 19.

Clovis, N. M.

Ideals and Enterprise

I

Highway Garage
New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings'
and Accessories.

post-offic-

Jones

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

MarSl-A-

pr.

(Seal.)

21.

& Lindley

Ford Agents
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

i
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MOTH PROVES ITS "SMARTNtSS

Country Poetry
i

LAEP YEAR IN CLAUD, 1916.

Three months have passed, no
weddings near, the direct result
of this leap year. There's many
a young man, who would become
a benedict if asked. So girls
don't be bashful, this iB no josh,
but starb out early in the year
,and get first choice.
For the benefit and assistance
in this great plan, we herewith
give a list the best we can, of
those too bashful to speak for
"themselves, who would make
model husbands, who can tell?
So read the list, the assortment
is great, and out of this number
you can make no mistake.
At the head of the list, the
best one of all, we'll name
George Taggart, he will answer"
to cupids call, confidentially he
was, a
, told us his ambition
Brownstone front, with a lass
of love, he is the wittiest and
'
brightest of all the young men,
you've only to ask him and he'll
say, "when?"
Fell Brasher, several leap
years has he passed through,
but who knows? 1916 may be his
watetloo, we don't believe he'll
be had to land, and would oe led
So
to slaughter like a lamb.
make the effort it won't hurt to
try, and if you succeed, you'll
be happy in the bye and bye.
Now the next is Sam McQuirty
who' is a No. 1 good looking,
steady and full of fun, but be
fore you lay siege to this young
man's heart, it would be well to
ascertain juit where to start,
for rumors are plenty to the
effect that the firm of Shipley
Bro'B will have another Boss man
to get
There's another left we can
gay, its Bill Pipkin, handsome
and gay, but girls don't worry,
he tamed can be, and would
make a home what it really
should be, a word to the wise is
sufficient, and don't forget that
Bill isn't caught yet
A vision of lonliness comes to
our view. A young man with a
heart big enough for two, we
are sure he's thinking something
of the kind. He is a worker and
is doing fine, if you can't get
George, take Jay Marks, as you
--

should.

There's Will Coyne, a handsome lad, too young for matrimony, but you might ask his
Dad, and if he consents to give
his boy away, a life of contentment awaits you, amid clover
and hay, for Will is a farmer boy
and always will be, a chance for
a farm loving girl, you see.
One more we'll mention, without doubt, another Bachelor, who

-

might take the matrimony route,
his name is Moss Boyd you know
one of the best fellows in town
at least we think so, we are not
the only ones to think so, we'll
say, all the Ladies in town thintc
the same way.
Claud Clipper.
BEES HAVE HEATING METHOD
Work of Intelligent Insects Keep
Temperature of Hives Comfortable In Winter Weather.
The be upholds his reputation tor
Industry throughout the wintei months
as well as during the smniiinr. Itelng
BtiBCcptlblo to cold, the bee must turn
to his colony for warmth. Oominti-n!sm- ,
whlrh In bees is so highly dcviil- oped In the (during of food and raring
for the jonntr, Is nlxo the bantu for tho
heating system. It was found by experiment that only the shell is compact This is formed by one to several layers of hecs all solidly arruncod
with their heads inwnrd, their balrs
Interlacing. This arrangement is perfect for conservation of the heat with-.In- .
Except for an occasional shifting
of position the boes forming the shell
are quiet. But within the shell strange
things are going on.
It Is here that the heat is generated. And the antics are not unlike
our own when we' are cold. The bee
are packed loosely within the shell so
that there is plenty of space for many
bees to be exercising at a time. Rap-Ifanning of the wings, shaking the
body from side to side, rapid breathing, and other movements are all part
of the scheme for raising the temperature. In one particular Instance, when
a bee bad been rapidly fanning with
Ms wings for seven and a half minutes, the thermometer nearest him
rose half a degree Fnhrn"tt
d

"t' t

i

English Pest Has Found a Way to
Foil Defensive Efforts of Fruit
Growers.

f

England's winter moth Is ono ol
the greatest peats with which the
fruit growers of. that country have to
contend. It begins to appear in October, and the female, whose wings ore
very short and quite unadopted to
flight, climbs the trunks of the fruit
trees and deposits her eggs. These
hatch out In the spring, and the caterpillars soon devour the young leaves.
Heretofore It has been comrjuratlvely
hiv in nnmtint tha ravnrn nf thu
pest Seeing that tuo female Is unable to fly, fruit growers place bauds
of a sticky substance around each
tree.
The female, iu climbing the
trunks, comes to the band and is belt
fast.
Hut a wonderful thing lias happened,
says the Manchester (England) Guardian. In receut years the female moth
has been found from time to time
above the band, and bow she got
Finally, how
thore was a mystery.
ever, an entomologUt expert unveiled
it lie saw the male and female
moths together above the band on
the tree the male evidently having
jiiHt doposited the female.
There appears to be little doubt,
adds the Manchester Guardian, that
In this we have a remarkable adapta'
The female
lion to circumstances.
cannot ily, but the male can, aud It
would tioem ttiut ho had flown to the
higher part of the tree, carrying his
wife upon his back. This Is ono of
the most, striking discoveries in nut
ural history and is creating much la
terest among nature tiiudeuts.

FIRST THpUGHTS OF MEDICINE
Tiller of the Soil Believed to Havs
Originated Primal Ideas That
Have Grown.
It Is of romance that tho primal hus
bandman or shepherd conceived of a
philosophy of medicine while plying
spade or keeping the flocks; that, till
ing and sowing in the ground, or "Bit
ting at a mountulii's foot, a keeper
and commander of pour beasts," man
became contemplative of the universe
that framed his small body 'and, by
consequence, thought upon his own
body that held bis spirit.
Analogies were suggested; of earth
and dust with flesh, of stones and
rocks with bones.
Then came considerations of the
constitution and process of greater na
ture and the application of both to hu
man and lesser nature.
As men perceived the action of the
four primary elemonts in the body of
the world and marked that It was by
their proportionable agreement that
harmony prevatlod therein, so they imagined that the four elemental qualities, viz., .heat, cold, dryness, moisture, were to be recognlzod and
brought Into, harmony in their human
bodies.

at last

3

A cent's worth of ground cof izz make? a cup
25-cc-

m

stx
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Foretold by W.
fi'dln tliere
Among the Kherru
Is a very curious manure epremony.
Taking a portion o! the
ir of the
bride and bridegroom in tu.n from the
center of the forehead, t te priest
of the
draws It down on to Hi"
nose. Then, pouring oil ei 1.e head,
he watches It carefully a.- It trickles
down the portion of hair. If the oil
runs straight on to the tip of their
nose tbelr future wilt be fortunate,
but It It spreads over the forehead
or trickles off on either side of tho
nose. 111 luck is sure to follow. Their
fortunes told, generally to their own
satisfaction, the final part of the ceremony takes place. Standing up side
by side, ut with faces strictly averted, the bride and bridegroom marX
each other's forehead with "aindar"
(vermilion)
;

-

.'.I

35-ce-
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I Statesman Brand Coffee
mild but full of that rich coffee flavor.
Fine ness in coffee flavor costs no more and is
r:.o-- :
titsiiaHle. Strength is cheap but unde- s:ra blj. Fine coffee then is the most economical
coffee, health value and satisfaction considered.
Slr?.tesman Coffee taste is iirstant gratification; it
refreshing, co.T.io.'ling, cheering; all f which is
produced ly is mild strength and fineness of flavor
il
1! f n Iflslr. anrl vrt if mits snrh a nnmtnc
is

t
"
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payment for Aluminum
vilehen Wine. Slart Kiv- US tliere coupon
ludny.
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Western Coffee Co.

Is your theatre

showing

The primary teachers of the
J. F. Hill, of Hollene, was a
Baptist Church will give their Clovis visitor Tuesday.
pupils an easter hunt Saturday
afternoon at the Baptist Church.
Hoes, Rakes and Garden Tools'
The "hunt" commences at 2:30
sharp.

them?

III

"I
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"TTT

inspectr was
in town Tuesday from Tucmcari.

0.

M. Hood P.O.

Do you want some real good
extra high grade Hereford and
Durham cows just the money
kind? Then see me at once.
Cash or terms, price is the same.
Ten per cent. J, H. Shepard;
Clovis office News Building.

Osteopathic treatment will
cure ar,y case of Kheumatism
that is cureable. It benefits the
worst cases.
tf
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

u

,

n

nt

is; our pound of
coffee vill produce
25 cups of liquor or one pound of Statesman
coffee will produce 35 to 38 cups.
Cheap coffee is strong, but not strong in the
rlavor you desire.
25-ce-

'

;S:i"-"-::J- '.

I.

of liquor whether you use
coflee or
Statesman Coffee at 35 cents per pound. That

Restoring Fatigued Muscles.
physiological
very Ingenious
A
method of Increatdng tho yield of la
bor from any given group of muscles
is described In tho Deutsche Revno.
According to an abstract In Die
the author. Th. Weber, claims
that in practice a gain of from 21! to
Is obtainable In the
40 per cent
amount of work done. The device la
extrenioly simple. When the glvetf
group of muscles has reached the
point of exhaustion, due to the accumulation of the products of fatigue,
they are allowed to rest, while an entirely different muscle group is set to
work vigorously. Tho energetic con
traction of these muscles causes an
Increase in heart action and circulation, and the strengthened current of
blond thus sent to all parts of the
body partially restores the working
power of the first group of muscles
by carrying away fatigue toxins and
supplying oxygen.
The Number 8even.
Seven Is "frequently used as a mystical and symbolical number In the
Dible, as well as among the principal
nations of antiquity, such as the Persians, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, etc.
In the Hlble we have the Creation
completed in seven days; every seventh year was the Sabbatic year, and
sever time seven years mdiored In
the Jubilee. We have the seven altars, Beven greer withes, seven locks,
seven angels. Beven ryes which rc
tho seven spirits of God.
In light we have the seven prismatic
colors, which mak" the pure whito
light.
Wo have the seven sleepers, seven
wine masters, seven wine men of
Greece Illas, Cloobtilus. I'hilo,
Periander, Solon, Thalia.

an economical cofia
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FAIRIES

IN

CHILD'S

"SPEED

upr
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to 0 minutes an hour
by taking the "grind"
out of typewriting
sry y
iSy AND smile J For here
at last is the master
S machine thnt nww t ocv fnr nnv fttpnncr- rapher to turn out MORE letters with less
effort in the ordinary working day. The new
Royal Master-Mod"10" speeds up the day's
work and sets the pace that pays I
Built for "Big Business" and its
Greet Army of Expert Operators
el

ROOM

Grownups Make a Mistake Whan They
Laugh at the Little One's
Imagination.

It Is certain, of course, that If any
one of us, however dull, came Into tho
child's playroom unit found standing
tlioro beside him a tall and shimmering figure of fairylike, miraculous
beauty, decked In shining Iris and
frosty, glistening gold It Is quite certain we would step softly, with astonishment;
would gaze mutely with
amazement and watch with wonder. in Filling
l.nura Spencer Porter writes In the When you coma to us you have the
Mother's Magazine. Not one of us. 1
nm very sure, would dismiss tho whole assurance that your prescriptions
happening as a piece of nonsense, or will be promptly and carefully comsomething merely amusing. Yet, how pounded with fresh, pure drugs.
often, when we go Into the child's
playroom a presence even more
W Als Carry a Complete Um of
is there beside him, far more
fairylike, far more amazing, far more
Druggists' Sundries
marvelous colored, far more richly endowed than any fairy whatsoever
Perfumes Toilet Articles
the Imagination, a presence which has
Candles, Etc
been with man, granting his desires,
since the world began, and whose power has never yet been, nor, I fancy,
Wa want your trad and you will
ever will be, computed.
As beautiful and exquisite, yes, and ind oar foods just m reprasaatskd.
In Its beauty very nearly as solemn
a thing as the world and the life of
man afford; and behold, we pay It no
reveronce, glvti It little consideration,
or, we laugli at It, perhaps, as some
Clovis. N. M
thing trilling, and call It "child's play." S. Main St.

WeTake Special Care
Prescriptions

wou-dcrf-

City Drug Store

These new features of the Royal add to the
sensitive finrrcrs of the typist, the one vital thing
typewriter subtracts speed!
that the
y
The speed with brain:: behind it
the
speed of the expert typi:t in the' day's work.
Errorless speed is the kind of speed that counts.
Cornmonsense has punctured the illusion of the
other kind.
Get the Facts !
StmlfsMlia" Royal
Prkt $100
cU-styl- o

all-da-

-

ma:i" and e:'i for a
U':MOKRTtiAT10N
Or write us direct
t'.t oui-- new bro- -

,rj'7-- -

i"B

Ssrviee, " and book
of (acts on Touch
Typing --

M fr

5j

1

to

typewriter assrs.

SsfjK-si-

j

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY

S125

in Canasta
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1HE CLOVIS NEWS

me

sent for the doctors and nurses, who
knew just what to do. But this was
dlffjrcnt. It struck so suddenly, and
killed so swiftly, and never missed a
Wiien-th- e
stroke.
scarlet rash appeared on a person's face, that person

WW
.

STUDY EFFECT OF FIRE ON CAR

was marked by death.
There was
Back ache? Stomach sen
never a known case of a recovery.
gltlveT A little cough? No
"I was alone In my big house. As I
strength? Tire easily? All
have told you often before. In those
days we could talk with one another
after effects of this dread malover the wires or through the air. The
ady. Yes, they are catarrhal.
telephone bell rang, and I found my
Grip Is a catarrhal disease.
)
Jt
brother talking to me He told me
You can ntver be well as long
that he was not coinlr.g borne for fear
as catarrh remains in your sysof catching the plague from me, and
tem, weakening your whole
that he liul taken out two slBters to
body with stagnant blood and
stop at Professor Uacon's home. He
unhealthy secretions.
8YNOP8I8.
croaked.
ain't goin' to believe In advised me to remain where I was.
such rot. I tell you thnt."
and wait to And out whether or not I
In a Cnlifornla valley an old man, one
Oranser promptly began to weep, had caught the plague.
e
atirvlvnra of a
of th
while Edwin hotly took up his defense.
4
"To all of this I agreed, staying In
placue that haa doatroypd rlvlllaiitlon,
Z
I
"Look here, Hare-Lip- ,
tells tlie story of the Scarlet 1'laKue to
you believe in my house and for the first time tn my
bin grundsona.
lots of things you can't see."
life attempting to cook. And the
It's the one tonic for the after
Hare-Lishook his head.
plague did not come out on me. Ity
effects of grip, because it s a
CHAPTER II Continued.
"You believe in dead men walking means of the telephone I could talk
catarrhal treatment of proved
about. You never seen one dead man with whomsoever I pleased and get the
excellence. Take It to clear
damaged, of course, Nit this waa
More than 200 pounds of
"Sit down," Edwin counseled sooth- walk about."
news. Also, there were the wareaway all the effects of grip, to
ingly. "Granner's all right. He's just
The result of the
wood, and shavings were recently pected, naturally.
"I tell you
see 'em, lust winter, houses. Murder and robbery and
gettln' (o the Scarlet Death, ain't you, when I was
experiment showea that the car was
tone the digestion, clear up the
wolf hunting with dad."
so Ignltod In a steel passenger car by the
every
door,
were
at
drunkenness
inflammed membranes, regulate the
Oranser? He'a Just groin' to tell ua
"Well, you always spit when you that I could know what was happening testing department of one ot the east- capable of withstanding fire and thore- bowels, and set you on the highway
about It right now. Sit down, Hare-Ki- cross running water," Edwin chalforo up to the standard demanded by
to
In
determlno
ern
order
railroads
with the rest of the world."
to complete recovery.
Go ahead, Oranser."
the company in that particular. The
lenged.
upon
what effect flames would have
Perhaps on or mora of your
Incident furnishes an interesting exThe old man wiped the tears away
"That's to keep off bad luck," was
friends nave found It valuable.
the metal framework. The material ample of the thorough manner in
CHAPTER III.
on his grimy knuckles and took up Hare-Lip'- s
defense.
Thousands of people In every state
burned with great heat, but without which some railway companies test
the tale in a tremulous, piping voice
have, and bave told us of It Many
"You believe in bad luck?"
causing distortion or serious Injury to equipment and supplies before acceptThe Survival of the Fittest.
that aoon strengthened a he got the
thousands more have been helped
"Sure."
swing of the narrative.
at critical timet by this reliable
"New York city and Chicago were the car proper. Some of the uphol ing them. Popular Mechanics Maga"An" you ain't
seen bad luck,"
family medicine;
"It was lu the summer of 2013 that Edwin concluded triumphantly. "You're in chaos. And what happened with stering, paint, and window panes were zine.
tm i tn iiiilist
aW si taste I
them was happening in all large cities.
rwnwl
the pluKue came. I was twenty-seveJust as bad as
germs.
and his
A third of the New York police were
years old, and well do I remember It. You believe In
CeleeaWs, Okie
TaaPareaaCaeaaaar,
what'fbu don . see. Oo dead.
"
Wireless dispatches
Their chief was also dead, like- WON OVER OBSTACLES HAVE CUT DOWN FATALITIES
on, Granger "
Hare-Lispat loudly his disgust,
wise the mayor. All law and order had
Hare-Lip- ,
c.runhed by this metaphysiGood Work of Railroads Has Been AcThe higher a man climbs the harder
ceased. The bodies were lying tn the
and Oranser
hastened
to mt':e cal defeat,
silent, and the old
remained
tively Aided by the Interstate
will be bis fall It be falls.
All
amends.
and
streets
unburied.
railroads
man v ent on. Often and often, though
ON
ENGINEERING
Commerce Commission.
vessels carrying food and such things GREAT FEAT OF
"We talked through the air In this narrative must not
be clogged by Into
ALASKAN RAILROAD.
If you wlnh beautiful, clear whita
great city had ceased run
the
those days, thousands and thousands the details, was
Oranser's tale Inter ning, and mobs of the hungry poor
The railroads bave a good record In clothes, nae Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
of miles. And the word came of a rupted
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STOP EATING MEAT IF

MEXICO

IN

KIDNEYS

OR BACK HURT

Take a Glass of Sslts to Clean
neys If Blsdder Bothers You
Meat Forms Urlo Acid.

Kid-

Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble in some form
authority,
or other, says a
because tbe urie acid In meat excites
the kidneys, they become overworked;
get sluggish; clog up and cause all
sorts of distress, particularly backache
and misery In the kidney region; rheumatic twinges, severe headaches, acid
stomach, constipation, torpid liver,
sleeplessness, bladder and unlnary irritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or If bladder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
lad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made from tht
acid of grapes and lemon juice, combined with llthla. and has been used
for generations to flush clogged kidneys and stimulate them to normal
activity; also to neutralize tbe acids In
the urine so It no longer lrrltatos, thus
ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone;
makes a delightful effervescent llthla
water drink which millions of men and
women take now and then to keep the
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus
avoiding serious kidney disease Adv.
well-know-
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Aerial

Mail

Service

for

Isolated

Points

Aerial mall service to Isolated points In Alaska and
is contemplated by the post office department Bids were
asked for service on eight routes, seven of them in Alaka. October 1 it
named as the date for their starting.
The routes will be established,
tbe department announced, as much
to stimulate development of aviation
bocause of its relation to military preparedness as to improve tbe mall
Tbe department believes
service.
that efforts already begun to finance
an aerial patrol of tbe Atlantic coast
indicate ready capital will be found
for the mail service undertakings.
If the service Is successful, It Is
( ALASKA
announced, a gradual expansion will
follow tbe other routes where transportation is slow and inadequate.
Tbe Massachusetts route Is from New Pedford to Nantucket, G6 miles
and return, partly by land and partly by water. Trips would be made 13
times a week during the summer months and six times In the winter. An
aeroplane would have to be able to carry a weight limit of 3,000 pounds. Tbe
present cost of the service is $23,000 a year.
The Alaska route forms a connecting link from Seward to Nome, thence
to Fairbanks and back to Voldei. Most of them call for a service twice a
week throughout the year. On some of the routes the cost Is as high as
$100,000 a year, and In winter six weeks is required to make the trip. The
aeroplane- contracts allow two days for most of the trips. The longest route,
Valdes to Fairbanks, is 358 miles. The extreme time limit of six weeks on
some of tbe routes Is required because mail sometimes has to be routed via
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Seattle
Postmaster General Burleson has been assured, it wan said, that capital
already is considering bids and that estimates are being made.

Is Washington

a

City

of

Snobs

and

Snubs?

A Liberal Lad.
Culler Well, hobble, I suppose
when you grow up you'll follow In
your futher's footsteps?
Hubble How can 1? Pop's an aviator.
,

CLEAR

tbe city of the social practitioner, of the cllmbor, of
THIS
and of snubs. Everybody is trying, by hook or crook, to better his
social position, which is as praiseworthy as an effort to better himself flnan
clal'-- '
or physically. And yet the

RED PIMPLY FACES

Is essentially

climber is always a joke.
A womon whose husband has ft I'M roiN'TO
subcablnct Job In tho present administration and who takes herself very
serlouflly in consequence culled up an EVEN if
old resident the other dny with a DIDN'T GET
"Good morning, Mrs. Jones. How can All INVITE I get people like tho Pan vers to come
to my parties?"
vv s&iittiian
The resident lady grinned a huge
grin Into the telephone.
"Why, I'm sure I don t know. If
you aren't acquainted with Mrs. Donvers and she doesn't make any overtures
to you, I don't believe it would he possible to get her to como to your parties."
The near cabinet woman uttored an exclamation of disgust. "I'd like to
know what's the good of tho position we've acquired in Washington if I
can't work It to get In with the kind of people I want."
A newly rich woman In town with a whole fleet of motor cars and no
..
... ..
1
'
'
need of a nerve, tonic breaks into many of the smartest homes by a system
entirely her own.
whli:h won wrecked by Frvneh
Tills in tlm rnl pliolourupli to arrive In this ruiintrv showing the Zepiiclih
She finds out when a motorics friend, of assured social position, howevor,
jriiriiTR nt P'nnn l.e Hoy.
Is Invited to a swagger reception or ball, to which she horsclf has received no
card.
FRENCH LEADER AT VERDUN
V
She coos softly over the telephone: "My dear Mrs. Jenkins, If you are
USING THE FIELD BUZZER
going to tho IlrltiNh embassy tonight won't you give me the pleasure of
gotnc with me In my enr? I'll call for you nt ten."
The motorless matron generally falls Into tbe trap, all unsuspicious that
she is making herself socially responsible for an arch Schemer who has no

Vtw.?
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Red Hands, Red Scalp With Cutlcurs

Soap and Ointment.

Trial Free.

Tho snap to clennsn and purify, the
Jlntmnnt to snnthn nnd benl. Nothing
better, quicker, surer, Biirer at any
prico for skin troubles of young or
old that Itch, burn, crust, scale, torture or disfigure. Besides, they meet
every want in toilet preparations.
Froo samplo each by mall with Hook.
Address postcard, Cutlcura. Dept. L,
Boston. Bold evorywhnre. Adv.
Big Families 8carce.
Dig families are the exception uow
Instead of tho rulo. Hut there la the
Sarnla family of Woodland. Cul. The

head of the hoiixchold, I.ucio Sarnla,
children.
is the parent of twenty-fouTho luHt, but probably nut leaat. of hi
lloolt has Just arrived, and Is lined up
on tbo side of tbo brother minority.
gtrls
Sarnla is the father of twenty-onaud three hoys, and has been married
years old, while
twice. Ho Is sixty-twhis wife is but twenty, NotwitbHtnnd-Inher youthfuincss, she is tbe mother of five children.
r

e

Salt From Hawaii.
One of the minor products of the
Hawaiian Islands Is salt, the output
I:
for 1915 having linen 2,400 tons, valand Honeyed Words Fall on. Deaf
ued at $8 a ton. Most of tbe suit produced In tho Inlands Is the output of
HEREAFTER It will be a case of "Show Mo" when society folk return from the Honolulu Salt company, whose
11 the fashion centers of Europe with trunks packed with all sorts of tbe product is confined to coarse salt and
latest creations and jewels and laces and other things, and when they face manufactured entirely by natural evapthe customs house ofllcers in New oration, no vacuum pans, kettle or
York and other ports. Excuses, hon- gntlncrs being used.
eyed words and other mean of allaying the customs appraisers' doubts as
Lacks Initiative.
to true valuations of artlclos subject
"Is your boy doing well In busito Import duties, will fall on deaf ears ness?"
after this.
"I'm afraid not," answered Mr. CobIt Is the intention of the treasury department authorities to scru bles.
"I understand you gave him a good
tinize closely every trunk and parcel,
tart."
no mattor bow high In tho social
"Ho I did, but be expects me to stay
scale their ownors may bo, In order behind him all the time and keep pushsmuggling
undervalua
and
to prevent
ing."
tions. Every means will bo used to put a stop for all time to practices particularly indulged in by wealthy society people to smuggle, or at least to
WISE HOSTESS
bring In articles on a much lower than their true valuation.
Wen Her Guests to Pottum.
The treasury department offlel&le boro and In New York have arrived at
this decision as a result of the case of Mrs. Whitney Warren of Now York,
great coffee drinkers were
the wife of one of America's most noted architects, who is charged by cus my"Three
old school friend and her two
toms officials with bringing In dutiable articles under "gross undervalua
tions," and whose case Is being Investigated by the New York federal grand daughters.
"They were always complaining and
jury.
taking
medicine. I determined to give
An Important adjunct of tho army on the march In the "field buzzer."
Federal
or
not.
found
be
will
against
Mrs.
Whether an Indictment
Warren
which la UBcd to connect the front with the commanding ofllcers and with all
Attorney H. Snowdon Marshal of New York has been requested by tbe Wash- them Postum Instead of coffee when
they visited me. so without saying
parti of the line.
General retain, now In command of ington authorities to Institute civil suit against Mrs. Warren for the for- anything
to thorn about it, I made a
feiture of tbe alleged undervalued goods and for the collection from ber of
the French forces at '. erdun.
all penalties demanded by law. The department of justice and tbe treas- big pot of Postum the first morning.
"Before the meal was half over,
GIFT PACKAGES FOR GERMAN SOLDIERS
expected that the
SENATOR ury department are pushing the case vigorously and It is
NAMED
TAGGART
each one passed up her cup to be rea
completed
in
time.
Investigation
be
will
abort
IlillW Ml
W""""". "'
filled, remarking bow fine tbe 'coffee'
was. The mother asked for a thlr
License Dispenser cup and Inquired as to tbe brand of
Catch Question Baffles
coffee I used. I didn't answer her
office of Col. William A. Kroll, marriage license clerk. Is a favorite question just then, for I heard her say
THE
a while before that she didn't like Posground for "copy" and, for this reason, there generally is a
nosing around. This was the case tbe other day when a couple tum unless it was more than half
coffee.
approached the counter and asked for
"After breakfast I told her that the
Iwo licenses, naming a different min
MARMAGf
'coffee' she liked so well at breakfast
In each license to perform the
jj Ister
LICENSES
was pure Postum, and tbe reason she
ceremony. With the doparture of the
liked It was because It was properly
the re
bride and bridegroom-to-bo- ,
MWHH.lL
made.
porter walked over to take a look
"I bave been brought up from a
at tbo book. It is a common occurnervous, wretched Invalid, to a fine
rence 'or persons desiring to be marcondition of physical health by leavried to have two ceremonies pering off coffee and using Postum.
formed, but the newspaper man deter
"I am doing all I can to help ths
mined to have some fun with the coloworld from coffee slavery to Postum
nel.
freedom, and bave earned the grati"Hey, colonel, you've made a mis
take," be said. "Here are two licenses, calling for two marriage ceremonies, tude of many, many friends." Name
for the same couplo. In each case you have the license Issued to the same given by Postum Co., Battle Creek.
Mich.
persons."
Postum comes In two forma:
"What's the matter with that?"
Postum Cereal the original form
It was explained that, no matter which ceremony was performed first,
persons
married would must be well boiled. 15a and 2 jo
when the second ceremony was to be performed, the
bave been married once already, and that, therefore, tbe record of the license pkgs.
Issued for the second ceremony was incorrect, In that It stated that both of
Instant Postum a soluble powder-disso- lves
quickly In a cup of hot wathe contracting parties had never been married before and that they werr
, where as the record should have read Mr. and ter, and. with cream and supar, maks
and Mr.
Miss
.
Mrs.
a delicious beverage Instantly. 30e
The colonel is still wondering whether or not he made a mistake. Others and EOo tins.
at the city hall bave taken up the question, and as they are hopelessly
Both forms are equally delicious ani
Tliomua Taggart, named by governor divided over the facts In the case it Is possible Chief Justice Covington may cost about the same per cup.
Thousands of Kilt package lying In one f tho distributing centcrH of the
argument.
moments,
to settle the
There's a Reason" for Postum.
German Ked Cross. These parcels aro being sorted preparatory to being Kalstou to succeed the late Senator be asked, In one of his few spare
Bblvely as seuator from Indiana.
sold by Grocers.
ant to ths fighting moo In tbe trenches.
entree.
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Lilies for the Holy Easter Day
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ne rsew variety tore

efts?
You are cordially invited to come to our New
Store. Brand New and well selected stock of
Variety Goods right from' the factory. Look
where you will, but in justice to yourself, come
and see our goods and get our prices before you
buy. Almost everything you can think of in

5c, 10c, 15c, and 25c Goods

,

-

.

J

The articles are too numerous to mention, but
you are sure to find something that you need.
Second door south of Southwestern Drug Co.
Next to the new Citizens Bank.

V

Joiner s Variety Store
EARTH, upon thy breast,
By the sot't winds caress' t,
Bring all thy blor;:.oms forth in bright urray,
From dusky wood and dUl
Sweet herb and Illy hci
To ornament his Iioly Easter Day.

Miss Veta Bills, John Luikart
C. W. Harrison, banker and
H.
and
Shepard
twenty
took
capitalist,
of Farwell, is also one
J.
At the Sunday School hour
Chrisgreatest
or
members
church and Sunmure
the
the
of
of
there will be an Easter Program.
in this secTuesday
school
day
to
tian
church
workers
Portales
build
Let every member work to

First Methodist Church.

O

He brought his entire
up the Sunday School. At 11 a evening, where they attended tion.
boys over to the Lyceum
great
of
meeting
the
revival
class
the
at
m. Rev. S. E. Allison will preach
evening.
Monday
Christian
church
there.
sermon. Quarterly
the

Easter

Announcement

The sale at It. H. Crook's
Tuesday was a real success.
Several hundred people were
present. A News representative
was there and enjoyed the oc
hugely, lie bought one
of those good milk cows and
showed his appreciation of good
coking in a convincing way.

urcK

The Associated Charities will
give a banquet at the Croft
building; on the evening of April
2(5. in favor cf the Odd Feliowa.
The proceeds to be used for the
Sacred Heart
futherance of our charity work
in Clovis. All donations that
Catholic Church
our friends may wish to give to
April 23rd
Sunday
Easter
The Baptist Ladies will have a
help iii this enterprise, will be
o a. m. Confessions, Mass and
thankfully- received.
The menu cu.ked food sale at the Morri
!i a. m. High Mass.
Communion.
Saturday afternoon
attached below will be carried Ornery
"Leonard's Mass in li Flat
Bread. iies. cakas and all kinds
out:
Choir.
It.
of pastries will bo for sale.
MENU
ca-io- n

irckS

-

Sliced Tomatoes

R. V. Duke, who

-

44-4- t

... EASTER ANNOUNCEMENT

...

THE

SMART

LITTLE

SHOP

pass-wor- d

very cordial invitation is
niven to the public to unite with
us in Easter services Sabbath'
rr.nrninj.'.
The special muuic

Friday and Saturday, a Great
Summer Season Clearance Sale !

On

ONE HALF OFF
on all trimmed hats and a great

reduction on pattern hats.

people.
At 6:30 p. m.

the young people
of the various churches will have
a union Easter program. The
evening sermon will be on:
"Doors That Open Only One
Way" and will be of special
to young men and women.
Special music. A hearty welcome to all.
C. W. Lambert, Minister.

at I. 0. O. F. Hall and register.
p. M. Formation of Parade and March to Christian

1:00 P. M. Meet
I

J::;o P. M.

Episcopal Church
Rev. 1). A. Sanford. Pastor.
On Suiiday, Ea3ter day, services at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
the music will be especially for

of Mrs. Hugh Bell on
Thursday afternoon. Education
and our Schools were the subjects for discussion and thia
feature of the meeting was very
satisfactorily presented by the
leader. Mrs. A. U. Seder. After
an interesting and profitable
discussion, dainty refreshments
were served and a pleasant
social hour followed.
The Bible Study Class will
meet at the Methodist church
on Thursday, the 27th at two
thirty. Eighteen were present
at our last Bible Study and again
we insist upon the ladies of t!: is
church attending these meet- r. .,
ings.
home

Stiayed or Stolen
miles northwest of
Clovis. one red cow, braided C
on left shoulder and B on left
thigh, dehorned and tail cut off
just above the bush, little calf
following. Notify. Claud Byers,

Close in suburban lots or acre
wouia
Clovis

tracts loinine

trade for ranch land in Curry or
Roosevelt County. Write or
come and see

'Claude Miller,

Miller-Luika- rt

tf

0

C. Hill

Music

Closing Ode

Members
Brother Lambert
Prayer
4:30 P. M." Formation of Parade and March to I. 0. 0. F.
Hall.
7:00 P. M. Banquet

f:00 P.

M.

Business meeting of Association at

I. O. O. F.

Hall.
9:00 P. M. Social Entertainment.

301

301

When Your. Watch Goes
Dead
or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT
WK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE OUR VTORK

W.Grand.
dr

-

--

Auto Co.,
Clovis. N.M.

AG'rS

WE ARE

FO-

K-

Hamilton, Elgin and

Waltham

Watches

cro

lt-p- d

For Sale or Trade
for Ranch Land

M-1-

Past Grand Master C.

12

Clovis N. M.

114

Prof. Bickley
Judge Hamlin

Address of Welcome
Response
Address

Woman's Missionary Society
The W. M. S. held their
monthly social meeting at the

From

Church.
Public Services at Cliristain Church.
Music
Croft's Ladies Band
Members
Opening Ode
Prayer
Brother Reece
Music

Easter day.

at

MISS DAtSY RAINBOLT

lt

Celebrating the 97th Anniversary
of the Order.

A

will ir.ekidt

.

County Odd Fellow Association to be Held at Clovis, N. M. April 26

Curry-Rooseve-

The Presbyterian Church

Christian Church
April 23rd.
The Sunday School attendance
last Sunday broke all previous
Next Sunday the
records.
give an Easter prowill
children
gram at the S. S. hour. At the
church hour the subject will be:
"Pump or Swing." We will
strive to make this interesting
to the children as well as older

PROGRAM

j

a solo bv Miss Welch
a selection bv tne Choir, und ai
solo by M iss Webb. The sermon
Balfour, T. will be an Eastt-- r Message.
.leremiah Moore, Pastor.

"Veni Creator."
until recentCleary.
Celery
farming
a large
ly has been
Radihes
Sermon: "He is risen, he is
Clovis
of
Pickles
land
southwest
FruttCocktail
tract of
not here."
was in from his new farm near
Offertory,
"Ave Maria,"
Baked young Chicken
St. Vrain Wednesday.
Gounod Lorena Connolly.
Baked Ham
Pressing Gravy
R. H. Morrow Hide and PoulBenediction.
Cranberries
try Co. will pay cash for fat
"Tantum Ergo," Mandlinger
Hens and Turkeys Located at
Baritone Solo and Choir,
Corn McFarlin's Wagon yard.
Creamed Potatoes
Easter Hymn, "Regina Coeli"
French Peas in Pattie shells
wig Choir.
Rose
A dandy Jersy
For Sale
played and singing diMusic
heifer, ideal for town. Also
Brick Ice Cream
by
Miss Lorena Connolly.
rected
cows.
good
or
Cash
milk
some
Angel Food Cake
my dear reader, are
now,
And
Shepard
the
J.
II.
at
Fresh Strawberries terms.
News building or J. W. McBride you one of those who thinks he
may not come into the Catholic
Mints
Fresh Fruits at McBride's Studio, Clovis.
Church? Well, bless your in
nocent heart! any lady or gentle
man (and I consider all of the
citizens of Clovis as such unless
they prove to be the contrary) is
welcome at any time to attend
any or all the services as published. In fact we shall be glad
to have your hear and see things
We have no
for yourselves.
secret goings on. No
or admission tickets are needed,
fry to remember this and tell
others about it.
A Happy. Joyous Easter to all.
Theodosuis Meyer,
Head Lettuce

conference at 3 p. m. Brother
Allison will preach again at the
evening hour and administer the
A cordial in
holy communion.
vitation to all.
J. H. Messku, Pastor.
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